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Preface

Welcome to the 3rd Social Media Mining for Health Applications Workshop and Shared Task - SMM4H.

The total number of users of social media continues to grow worldwide, resulting in the generation of vast amounts of data. With nearly half of adults worldwide and two-thirds of all American adults using social networking, the latest Pew Research Report estimates that 26% of the total users have discussed health information and, of those, 42% have even discussed current medical conditions. Advances in automated NLP and machine learning present the possibility of utilizing this massive data source for biomedical and public health applications, if researchers address the methodological challenges unique to this media.

For its third iteration, the SMM4H workshop takes place in Brussels, Belgium, on November 1, 2018, and is co-located with the 2018 Conference on Empirical Methods in Natural Language Processing (EMNLP). Following on the success of a session and accompanying Workshop on the topic that was hosted at the Pacific Symposium in Biocomputing (PSB) in 2016 and the AMIA Annual Conference in 2017, this workshop aims to provide a forum for the ACL community members to present and discuss NLP advances specific to social media use in the particularly challenging area of health applications, with a special focus given to automatic methods for the collection, extraction, representation, analysis, and validation of social media data for health informatics.

As for the previous years, the workshop includes shared tasks with a particular interest on social media mining for pharmacovigilance. This third execution of the SMM4H shared tasks comprises four subtasks. These subtasks involve annotated user posts from Twitter (tweets) and focus on the (i) automatic classification of tweets mentioning a drug name, (ii) automatic classification of tweets containing reports of first-person medication intake, (iii) automatic classification of tweets presenting self-reports of adverse drug reaction (ADR) detection, and (iv) automatic classification of vaccine behavior mentions in tweets. A total of 14 teams participated and 78 system runs were submitted. Deep learning-based classifiers were the primary approach, but feature-based classifiers and a few ensemble learning systems were also used.

We received very high quality submissions, and present 19 as long and short talks and posters. The organizing committee would like to thank the program committee, consisting of 13 researchers, for their thoughtful input on the submissions, as well as the organizers of EMNLP for their support and management. Finally, a huge thanks to all authors who submitted a paper for the workshop or participated in the shared tasks; this workshop would not have been possible without them and their hard work.
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Football and Beer - a Social Media Analysis on Twitter in Context of the FIFA Football World Cup 2018

Roland Roller, Philippe Thomas, Sven Schmeier
Language Technology Lab, DFKI, Berlin, Germany
{firstname.surname}@dfki.de

Abstract

In many societies alcohol is a legal and common recreational substance and socially accepted. Alcohol consumption often comes along with social events as it helps people to increase their sociability and to overcome their inhibitions. On the other hand we know that increased alcohol consumption can lead to serious health issues, such as cancer, cardiovascular diseases and diseases of the digestive system, to mention a few. This work examines alcohol consumption during the FIFA Football World Cup 2018, particularly the usage of alcohol related information on Twitter. For this we analyse the tweeting behaviour and show that the tournament strongly increases the interest in beer. Furthermore we show that countries who had to leave the tournament at early stage might have done something good to their fans as the interest in beer decreased again.

1 Introduction

Alcohol can lead to serious health issues. For instance, even though there is no apparent threshold, even one drink of alcohol per day on average can significantly increase the risk of cancer (Roerecke and Rehm, 2012).

Studies have shown, that the exposure to media and commercial communications on alcohol is associated with the likelihood that adolescents will start to drink alcohol, and with increased drinking amongst baseline drinkers (Anderson et al., 2009). In addition to that social events can have an influence on drinking behaviour. In course of this Curtis et al. (2018) apply a Twitter analysis and show that topics such as sporting events, art and food-related festivals are positively correlated to alcohol consumption on US county level.

Various other studies have also explored alcohol-related content on social media, particularly Twitter. Abbar et al. (2015) carry out a food analysis on Twitter and identify weekly periodicities in context of daily volume of tweets mentioning food. Moreover, authors show a correlation between state obesity and caloric value of food (also alcoholic beverages). Instead Culotta (2013) analyse alcohol sales volume in context of Twitter messages. Kershaw et al. (2014) investigate regional alcohol consumption patterns in the UK, while Hossain et al. (2016) explore alcohol consumption patterns in various areas in the US. Curtis et al. (2018) target the prediction of excessive drinking rates and Huang et al. (2017) examine alcohol- and tobacco-related behavioural patterns. And finally, Moreno et al. (2010) carry out a content analysis of adolescents on social media.

This work examines alcohol consumption on Twitter in context of the FIFA Football World Cup 2018. We make use of the results of the above mentioned works, especially the observed correlation between people’s behaviour on Twitter and in their real life in context of consumption. The study is carried out across all participating countries of the tournament and explores the influence of the event on the drinking behaviour of people.

2 Experimental Setup

The FIFA World Cup 2018 was taking place from 14th of June until 15th of July. Within the group stage 32 participating teams were playing in 8 groups and completed 3 matches each. After that the two best teams of each group went to the knockout stage. A match usually lasts 90 minutes plus 15 minutes of break ($\approx$ 2 hours). This work analyses the tweeting behaviours during a match. In the following a match is defined as a time period of one hour before kick-off and three hours after the kick-off. The hour before and after the game are included as supporters might express excitement for the game.
2.1 Data Collection
Tweets over a period between 05/31/2018 and 07/23/2018 were collected, which covers the period of the tournament, but also two weeks before and one week after. As this work analyses messages from all participating countries of the tournament, messages were crawled containing various emojis due to their language independence. The considered emojis are listed in Table 1. In the rest of the work we refer to them as BEER, WINE, SAKE and BALL.

Table 1: Emojis used for Twitter crawling

2.2 Country Assignment
In this work, Tweets are examined according to the different participating countries. As only a small number of Tweets contain country related information (8.63%), Tweets lacking this information had to be assigned automatically to the corresponding country of each user. A classifier was trained based on the approach of Thomas and Henning (2018), which is able to detect the origin of a Tweet based on text and meta information.

As sanity check, Tweets which actually contain information about its origin were compared to the automatically assigned country. On those messages the model achieves an accuracy of above 91%.

2.3 Preprocessing
Collected Tweets were then mapped to small time intervals of one hour, according to the target label (e.g. beer emoji). For instance a message sent on 06/27/2018 at 5:25 pm (UTC) and containing a beer emoji is assigned to its country, then assigned to the set of beer emoji Tweets, and finally mapped to the time interval 06/27/2018, 5:00 pm. All messages of a particular label and a particular time interval are summed up. In this way a list for each target label is generated containing time intervals, country origin and number of relevant Tweets for this interval. For the following analysis these lists are used as input. One line is considered as TCF (time-country-frequency) triple.

3 Analysis
In the following the different Tweets containing the target emojis are analysed in detail. All examinations which include significance testing use one-sided paired t-test.

3.1 Outside the Tournament
Figure 1 shows the average number of Tweets per day containing BEER emojis before/after the tournament from the participating countries. Participants with less than 50 BEER Tweets per day are excluded, to show more meaningful results. We refer to this group as avg50. In average, more than half of the BEER Tweets per day come from Brazil and England together. Results show no direct correlation to the statistics Harmful use of alcohol of the WHO. The reasons for this can only be possibly found out by a longterm analysis going further than pure statistics. In that list Brazil with 7.8 litres of pure alcohol per capita is actually ranked further to the end. Instead countries such as Germany (13.4), France (12.6), England (11.4) and Australia (10.6) would be ranked to the top.

Figure 1: Average number of alcohol related (BEER) Tweets per day outside the tournament

In order to draw a fair comparison to pure alcohol per capita the number of active Twitter users must be taken into account. It turns out that dividing the avg. BEER Tweets by the number of active Twitter users does not change much. Argentina switches place with England, Saudi Arabia moves to the very end and Japan drops just in front of it. Columbia moves slightly up.

Next mean is calculated for all BEER Tweets from avg50 for each day of the week. The resulting graph is presented in Figure 2 and visualises, similarly to Abbar et al. (2015), particular periodicities. Firstly single days can be recognised as small peaks. Moreover, towards the end of the week, peaks are slightly increased compared to the beginning of the week. Using this data it is for in-

1http://apps.who.int/gho/data/node.sdg.3-5-viz, accessed 19.07.2018
Figure 2: Mean of all alcohol related (BEER) Tweets before/after the tournament from avg50 stance possible to deduce, that people tweet significantly more about alcohol on the evening (from 4pm until 1am) (p<0.001). Moreover, the data also shows, that people tweet significantly more about alcohol at the weekend (Friday 4pm - Monday 6am) (p<0.001), in comparison to the rest of the week.

3.2 The Tournament

In this subsection alcohol related Tweets during the tournament are examined. The first question to address is whether supporters of their national team tweet more during the match in comparison to other periods. Reference periods are the days after each match during the same time slots.

The analysis shows that people from 19 countries use BEER significantly more when their team is playing (p<0.05, 10 of them with p<0.001). Among the 13 other countries, only Japan and Saudi Arabia are from avg50. Interestingly Croatia, which reached the final, does not show any significant increase, but the general usage of BEER is generally very low here. Considering WINE Tweets, only Brazil, Poland and Belgium and for SAKE only Mexico show a significant increase in Tweets during the matches of their team (p<0.05). However the number of Tweets are low in comparison to BEER.

Figure 3 presents an overview on how the tournament influences the average usage of BEER per day of avg50, while the team is in the tournament. France shows the largest increase of BEER Tweets per day in average of more than 107%, followed by Japan with 35%. The increase from Japan is surprising as Japanese people do not tweet significantly more during the matches of their team. Possible explanations might be that matches are broadcasted often late in the evening due to the time difference to Russia. For this reason people might meet up earlier, thus start drinking earlier. Another explanation can be just the fact that there is a high interest for the tournament in general in Japan.

Figure 3: Increase of beer related Tweets per day during World Cup, until leaving the tournament

Brazil instead shows ‘only’ an increase of 18%. Even with this small increase (in comparison to others) Brazil remains the country with the largest number of avg. BEER Tweets per day. Considering all countries Morocco has the strongest increase (407.5%) and also the strongest decrease after leaving the tournament (-68.97%). On the other hand, outside the tournament Morocco has a very low number of BEER Tweets per day (0.48), so the increase might be not too serious. Interestingly only Peru shows a decrease during the tournament (-16.4%). Considering the avg50, Colombia and Brazil showed the strongest decrease when their team left the tournament with -18.81% and -10.59% respectively.

Generally the results show, that from almost all countries more alcohol related Tweets can be found during the tournament. Moreover, in most cases the avg. number of BEER Tweets decreases when the team leaves the tournament. However, in some cases an increase in Tweets can be detected. Senegal for instance increases the number of BEER Tweets up to 54%, followed by Uruguay (28%) and Australia (10%).

3.3 Top-5 Matches

This subsection analyses the different matches of the tournament for popularity in terms of BEER and BALL. In order to have a fair comparison data is normalized first. The average number of Tweets of each country outside the tournament is subtracted from the number of Tweets during the tournament at a given time and day.

Table 2 presents the Top-5 matches involving BEER and BALL. The table shows that more people use the football emoji than the beer emoji. In terms of BALL, the Top-5 list contains the final
(France-Croatia), the opening (Russia-Saudi Arabia) and some other games involving recent European and World Champions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>#</th>
<th></th>
<th>#</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mexico-Sweden</td>
<td>1313</td>
<td>Portugal-Spain</td>
<td>5100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German-S. Korea</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil-Belgium</td>
<td>1305</td>
<td>France-Croatia</td>
<td>4637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serbia-Brazil</td>
<td>1250</td>
<td>Russia-S. Arabia</td>
<td>4253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland-C. Rica</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria-Iceland</td>
<td>1104</td>
<td>Germany-Mexico</td>
<td>3798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil-Costa Rica</td>
<td>1092</td>
<td>France-Argentina</td>
<td>3616</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Top-5 matches of the tournament in terms of beer and football emoji (normalized)

From BEER perspective we find on the first and third place matches which took place in parallel. Considering that, the most popular single match was Brazil-Belgium in the Quarter Final. Ranked 4th is Nigeria-Iceland, which is surprising, as both countries are not tweeting much about beer. Analysing the results in more detail reveals, that all 7 matches took place on a day Brazil played. Even though Tweets were normalized, the influence of Brazilian BEER Tweets before and after a match of their team is enormous, so that even the Nigeria-Iceland match achieved a high rank.

4 Results

This work presented a short analysis of alcohol related emojis in context of the FIFA football World Cup 2018. With the start of the tournament we showed, that most countries strongly increase the number of Tweets containing beer emojis. As many people tweet less after their national team left the tournament, we draw the conclusion that leaving the tournament early, as Germany did, is the healthiest solution - unless you are Peru. We also showed that people of many participating teams of the tournament tweet significantly more about alcohol during a match of their team. Furthermore we presented the increase of alcohol related Tweets during the tournament and the most popular games in terms of beer and football emojis. Finally we showed, that Brazil tweets by far the most about beer. Cheers!
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Stance-taking in topics extracted from vaccine-related tweets and discussion forum posts

Maria Skeppstedt¹,², Manfred Stede², Andreas Kerren¹
¹Department of Computer Science and Media Technology, Linnaeus University, Växjö, Sweden
²Applied Computational Linguistics, University of Potsdam, Potsdam, Germany

Abstract

The occurrence of stance-taking towards vaccination was measured in documents extracted by topic modelling from two different corpora, one discussion forum corpus and one tweet corpus. For some of the topics extracted, their most closely associated documents contained a proportion of vaccine stance-taking texts that exceeded the corpus average by a large margin. These extracted document sets would, therefore, form a useful resource in a process for computer-assisted analysis of argumentation on the subject of vaccination.

1 Introduction

Opinions towards vaccination that are expressed in discussion forums and in social media, as well as frequently occurring arguments given in support of these opinions, might help us to better understand reasons behind vaccine hesitancy.

There are previous studies in which such texts have been manually analysed (Grant et al., 2015; Faasse et al., 2016), as well as studies in which topic modelling has been applied for analysing texts about vaccination (Tangherlini et al., 2016; Surian et al., 2016; Skeppstedt et al., 2018).

Through topic modelling, it is possible to automatically extract topics that occur frequently in a text collection. For topic modelling to be a useful strategy for mining text collections for frequently occurring arguments, however, at least some of the topics extracted must correspond to stance positions or arguments given for these positions.

The aim of this study is to investigate if topic modelling is suitable for extracting arguments from two different vaccination corpora, both consisting of English text that predominantly had been written by people without a medical background. We, therefore, measured the occurrence of stance-taking towards vaccination in the documents that were most closely associated with automatically extracted topics from two different corpora.

2 Background

There are previous studies that use topic modelling in computer-assisted processes to find frequently occurring arguments in a document collection (Sobhani et al., 2015; Skeppstedt et al., 2018). Documents that had been manually annotated as not containing argumentation/stance-taking were, however, removed in those two previous studies, i.e., no evaluation of the effects of including neutral documents when performing topic modelling was carried out. For most types of document collections, it is not known beforehand in which documents a stance towards the target of interest is taken or not. Therefore, the setting used here is more widely applicable, i.e., to use topic modelling on an entire text collection, without removing documents in which no stance is taken. In both of these two previous studies, the topic modelling algorithm NMF (Lee and Seung, 2001), i.e., Non-negative Matrix Factorisation, was shown appropriate for extracting arguments from short argumentative texts. We, therefore, used this algorithm in our experiments.

3 Method

We used topic modelling to automatically extract important topics from two different vaccination corpora, both consisting of English text that predominantly had been written by people without a medical background. We, thereafter, measured the proportion of stance-taking texts among the texts that were most related to these topics, and compared it to the proportion of stance-taking texts in the entire corpus.

3.1 Document collections

As a proxy for texts containing arguments, we used texts in which stance is expressed, since such texts are likely to also contain a motivation for the
position taken. The documents, from each of the two corpora, were divided into two groups based on whether they had been annotated as taking a stance towards vaccination or not, i.e., into the two groups stance-taking and non-stance-taking.

The first collection consists of posts from discussion threads on the topic of vaccination (Skeppstedt et al., 2017) that contain at least one of the following character combinations: “vacc”, “vax”, “jab”, “immunis”, and “immuniz”. Posts annotated as taking a stance for or against vaccination were combined into the group stance-taking texts, and posts annotated as undecided were assigned the category non-stance-taking.

The second collection consists of tweets containing the HPV vaccine-related keywords “HPV”, “human papillomavirus”, “Gardasil”, and “Cervarix” (Du et al., 2017). We combined tweets annotated according to the categories Positive and Negative to form the category stance-taking tweets, and tweets annotated as Neutral and Unrelated as non-stance-taking tweets.

Before applying topic modelling, the following were removed from the texts: standard English stop words, the terms that had been used for gathering the documents, hash tags, user names, URLs and links. Duplicated and near-duplicated documents were also removed from the collections. Documents with identical spans of texts that consisted of more than eight consecutive tokens were counted as near-duplicates. For documents consisting of ten or fewer tokens, a shorter (proportional to the length) cut-off was instead applied for classifying two documents as near-duplicates.

### 3.2 Applying topic modelling

Separate topic models were constructed for the two document collections, using the NMF class from scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011). For each topic extracted by the NMF model, the corresponding terms and documents associated with the topic are given as output, as well as their level of association with the topics.

The output of the NMF algorithm is non-deterministic, typically generating slightly different topics when run several times. Therefore, to achieve more reliable results, we followed an approach, for instance used by Baumer et al. (2017), in which the algorithm is re-run several times and only topics that occur in the output from all re-runs are retained. Before checking which topics occurred in all re-runs, potential outliers were removed from the set of outputs from the re-runs.

We ran the algorithm 100 times with the setting to, for each re-run, return a term set consisting of the 50 terms most closely associated with each of the topics extracted by the algorithm. A topic was counted as stable when there was at least a 70% overlap between the pairs of term sets returned for a topic, for all 90 retained re-runs of the algorithm.

Potential outliers among the outputs were determined by measuring the average term overlap between the re-run outputs. That is, for each re-run, one combined set consisting of all terms associated with all topics from this re-run was constructed. Thereafter, the average overlap between this combined term set and the corresponding sets from the other re-runs was measured, i.e., the combined term sets constructed in the same fashion for each one of the other re-runs. The outputs from the 10% of the re-runs that had the lowest overlap were discarded as potential outliers, and were thus not included when calculating the stability of the extracted topics.

To avoid having to decide on a fixed number of topics in advance, which is normally required from an NMF user, we started by requesting the algorithm to extract 20 topics, and thereafter gradually decreased the number of topics requested until a maximum of 25% of the extracted topics were discarded as non-stable.

### 4 Results

After the near-duplicate filtering were 1,108 and 2,250 documents retained, for the discussion threads and the tweets, respectively. The proportions of stance-taking documents among the documents that were ranked by the algorithm as the top-n documents most typical to the extracted topics are shown in Table 1. These were compared to the 95% confidence interval for the proportion of stance-taking documents among n documents randomly sampled from the corpus,\footnote{Calculated according to Preston (2012), i.e., 95% of all possible samples of size n yield a proportion \( \hat{p} \) within 1.96 \( \sqrt{\frac{p(1-p)}{n}} \) of the true proportion p.} Measurements were carried out for n=35 and n=100. The method used had yielded 90 re-run outputs, which each one of them contained a slightly different document ranking for the topics extracted. For each of the topics, we therefore extracted the 100 most top-ranked documents for every re-run, and ranked...
Table 1: The proportion of stance-taking documents among the top 35 and 100 most typical documents for each extracted topic. Each topic is represented by its most closely associated terms.

For the figures in Table 1, the stance proportion that lies below the 95% confidence interval for the stance proportions of \( n \) randomly selected documents is marked with italics and those that lie above are marked in boldface. That is, the document rankings (top 35 or top 100) that contain a smaller or larger density of stance-taking texts, than had the same number of documents been randomly selected, are marked in italics or boldface.

For discussion forum texts, for which the collection-level proportion of stance-taking was already high, the proportions among the documents extracted for the topics were similar to the document-level proportion. The general trend was a slight increase in stance-taking documents, with one topic that had a stance-taking proportion above the 95% confidence interval for the top-35 documents and two topics that fulfil this criterion for the top-100 topics.

Also for the tweets, a majority of the topics had associated documents with a proportion of stance-taking that did not differ significantly from a random sampling from the document collection. However, some of the topics contained a very high proportion of stance-taking, in comparison to the proportion in the entire document collection. This resulted in that, for the tweets, there was a statistically significant difference for three topics also when extracting only the top 35 most typical documents. These top 35 documents were made up of document sets consisting of semantically coherent tweets. The topic girls/boys/10... mainly consisted of posts advocating HPV vaccine for both boys and girls, often also providing the argument that it prevents cancer. The documents belonging to vax/anti/age/... typically took the opposite stance, and often contained a questioning of whether there is a proof that HPV vaccination prevents cancer, or warnings against perceived adverse effects of HPV vaccination. The topic vaccination/rates/low/states/adolescent, which consisted of expressions of worries about HPV vaccination rates being low, forms an example of that stance-taking does not always imply that arguments are given. That is, although most of the tweets associated with this topic clearly take a stance in favour of vaccination, no direct arguments are given here.

There was also one tweet topic with a very low proportion of stance-taking among its associated documents, that is, the topic love/epidemic/documentary... which consisted of many tweets that, in different ways, but in a neutral manner, announced a documentary about HPV.

5 Discussion and conclusion

A typical practical application of the method studied here would be the case in which an analyst aims at finding frequently occurring vaccine-related arguments in a document collection that is too large for a fully manual analysis. The analyst would then instead perform an analysis at which only a subset of the texts would be read, i.e., those automatically extracted through topic modelling.

We have here shown, for the two document
collections investigated, that there are topics extracted which have associated documents that contain a larger proportion of vaccine stance-taking texts than the average document collection. That is, these document sets would form a useful resource for such an analyst who searches for vaccine-related argumentation.

The fact that there might also be topics extracted which do not contain argumentation, i.e., topics similar to the love/epidemic... topic, should not pose a large obstacle to the analysis, as long as there are other topics that have associated documents in which stance is taken. That is, at least for the documents extracted for the topic love/epidemic..., it is evident after reading only a few documents, that this topic is uninteresting for the task of finding argumentation. Documents closely associated with such topics can, therefore, be excluded from the analysis after a quick inspection. This would enable the analyst to focus on the other topics, which have associated documents that do contain argumentation.
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Abstract
This paper presents a set of classification experiments for identifying depression in posts gathered from social media platforms. In addition to the data gathered previously by other researchers, we collect additional data from the social media platform Reddit. Our experiments show promising results for identifying depression from social media texts. More importantly, however, we show that the choice of corpora is crucial in identifying depression and can lead to misleading conclusions in case of poor choice of data.

1 Introduction
Clinical depression, also referred to as major depressive disorder, is a serious mental condition that can interfere with normal daily life activities. One of the many risks of clinical depression is suicide – research has indicated that approximately two-thirds of people who die by suicide were dealing with depression at the time of death (Richards and O’Hara, 2014). Meanwhile, according to the World Health Organization, nearly 50% of people with clinical depression worldwide remain untreated. One of the main reasons why the disorder is ignored is believed to be under-diagnosis (Sheenan, 2004).

One of the many ways that the condition could be manifested is in the way people write: the words they choose and the general tone of the produced text are affected by the disorder (Reece et al., 2017). Due to the stigma around clinical depression, people tend to turn to the Internet, thus, making the data gathered from social media a valuable source of literary cues that could help identify depression from texts. Moreover, the ease of obtaining data makes Internet an attractive source for the purpose.

Early research on the relation between language and depression has been mostly theoretical, mainly focusing on the linguistic features that are manifested in ‘depressed language’, such as negatively-valenced words Beck et al. (1987), and frequent use of first-person pronouns Pyszczynski et al. (1987). These observations have been verified using corpus studies (Rude et al., 2004; Pennebaker et al., 2008), indicating, indeed, certain aspects of linguistic output is related to the speaker’s or author’s mental state.

A challenge in investigating the link between depression and the linguistic output is obtaining suitable data. And, one of the easy (and fruitful) data source for this purpose has been the Internet, in particular social media platforms (Ramirez-Esparza et al., 2008; Coppersmith et al., 2015).

Most of the earlier works have been focused on analyzing the language used by depressed individuals, and/or finding linguistic correlates of the depression. A more applicable approach to monitoring public or individual mental health requires explicit identification of depression from the linguistic samples. Such an application can complement the conventional diagnosis methods, and, if proven successful, it can be useful for diagnosis where conventional methods are not applicable. Similar to some of the recent studies (Coppersmith et al., 2015; Yates et al., 2017; Lynn et al., 2018), our aim in this paper is identifying depression from linguistic data. Using (mainly) corpora we gather from the social media platform Reddit, we experiment with a number of different classification models. Our focus here is on selection of corpora for reliable and generalizable analysis or identification of depression from the social media data.

2 Methods

2.1 Data
In part of our experiments, we use the data collected by Ramirez-Esparza et al. (2008), which
consists of 400 forum posts by depressed individuals. Ramirez-Esparza et al. (2008) used a similarly sized data set from a breast cancer forum as the ‘control group’ in their analyses. Since the control data was not available to us, we report results using an alternative set of documents collected by Gorbunova (2017) as the negative class in our classification experiments.

Our data was gathered from Reddit, which hosts over 10,000 online communities (also known as ‘subreddits’) of anonymous users united by common interests or discussion topics. In all data sets described below, we only collect the original posts, ‘submissions’, not the comments.

As an approximation to the data collection method of Ramirez-Esparza et al. (2008), we collect data from a relatively large subreddit that is devoted to depression, where authors seek support from the community. Similar to Ramirez-Esparza et al. (2008), we also collect the number of posts from subreddit devoted to breast cancer discussion, as the control set (or negative class). Since the differences between depression and breast cancer may involve serious topical differences, we also collect yet another set of posts from ‘family’ and ‘friendship advice’ subreddits, which we presume is topically more similar to depression subreddit.

In all of the cases above, however, the posts in the both positive and negative classes are topically specific. In practice, we would like to identify depression from everyday language, not necessarily language used for talking about depression, and seeking community support. As our more realistic example, we collected a number of posts following a protocol similar to Coppersmith et al. (2015) and Yates et al. (2017). First, we looked for expressions like ‘I was just diagnosed with depression’, on the depression subreddit. Unlike Yates et al. (2017), we do not manually check the sampled texts. As a result, a certain number of false positives are expected. For each author mentioning a diagnosis, we searched for the postings of the same author within a month of the original post in other subreddits, excluding some potentially related ones like ‘Anxiety’, ‘mental health’ and ‘depression help’. The resulting posts are written by authors with (likely) depression, and to a large extent topically different than that of depression subreddit. To keep the training set size the same as the other data sets we use, we randomly sample 400 posts obtained in this manner for training, and another 400 posts for testing. Another difference from Yates et al. (2017) is that our training and test instances are the documents, not the authors. We also sample randomly the same amount of posts as our texts with authors without depression, from the same set of subreddits, but excluding the authors that posted in the depression subreddit during the time period we used for our investigation. For each setting, we pick only one document for each author.

In sum, we experiment with 8 data sets:

- DSF Posts from Depression Support Forums
  (Ramirez-Esparza et al., 2008)
- DND Posts from Non Depression Forums (Gorbunova, 2017)
- DS Posts from Depression Support subreddit
- BC Posts from Breast Cancer subreddit
- FF Posts from subreddits related to Family and Friends
- D0 Posts from authors with (probable) Depression posted on Other forums
- ND Posts from authors with (probably) No Depression

All data sets have 400 training set items, and the data sets D0 and ND also have additional 400 posts used as a reasonable test set.

2.2 Classifiers and tuning

We have experimented with a relatively large number of classification methods, including logistic regression and recurrent neural networks, in a number of different settings. In our experiments, the support vector machines (SVMs) with a combination of character and word n-grams of various sizes performed the best. We only report the experiments with SVM models.

In all cases we used linear SVMs with bag-of-n-grams features. SVMs are known to work well in a number of other text classification problems in this setting. The character and word n-grams of various sizes are extracted from the texts, and weighted using BM25 algorithm (Robertson et al., 2009). We optimized maximum order of character and word n-grams as well as the SVM margin parameter C through random search. A 5-fold cross-validation is performed for each parameter setting explored. For each experiment we report the setting where average scores over the 5-fold cross validation is the highest. The BM25 parameters ‘k1’ and ‘b’ were not optimized, and set to 0.75 and 2.0 respectively. For experiments with class imbalance, we
Table 1: Best 5-fold CV results obtained on each classification setting, together with the performance of the system on the test set. The model descriptions list data used for positive and negative class respectively. The data sets are explained in Section 2.1. The last row combined all ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ data sets, except the DO and ND sets. The scores are percentages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>5-fold F1</th>
<th>Test set F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DSF–NDF</td>
<td>94.75</td>
<td>64.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS–BC</td>
<td>98.62</td>
<td>56.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS–FF</td>
<td>92.25</td>
<td>55.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS–ND</td>
<td>91.75</td>
<td>56.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DO–ND</td>
<td>68.12</td>
<td>67.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>allD–allND</td>
<td>91.40</td>
<td>58.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

used class weights during training to overcome the class imbalance problem.

All models were implemented in Python programming language, using scikit-learn package (Pedregosa et al., 2011). The source code for the classification models and data collection scripts are available at https://github.com/Imusette/Identifying-depression.

2.3 Evaluation

For evaluating the models, we report the standard measures of F₁ score (harmonic mean of precision and recall). We use the ‘binary’ version of the scores with positive class being text from authors with depression.

2.4 Experiments and results

We train 6 SVM classifiers, using different data sets described in Section 2.1. Table 1 presents the performance comparison of the classifier on a number of different settings.

Each row in Table 1 presents F₁-score of a binary SVM classifier on the data set as well as the performance of the same system on the test set consisting of DO and ND. Since each model is tuned for F₁-score, the precision and recall values are rather balanced, and are not reported in Table 1. In general, 5-fold cross validation results are rather high, especially if both data sets are specific. Best results are obtained when both data sets are very specific, as in DS–BC case. The success of the classifier goes down as the texts belonging to the negative class comes from less specific domains. And in fact, the worse in-dataset results are obtained in our target setting, during which the classification of documents written by authors with diagnosed depression in non-depression related topics (DO) against the documents on the similar topics written by (presumably) healthy authors (ND). The gap between all other settings and DO–ND setting is rather large.

We also observe a very sharp drop of performance between the 5-fold cross validation results and the results on the test set. Interestingly, the most successful model (except DO–ND) on the test data is the forum data which is expected to be rather different from the all others which came from Reddit.

The last row of Table 1 reports the performance of a model where positive/negative instances of all other (except DO and ND) settings are combined. The resulting model is trained on more data, however, its data sources are not as harmonized as in other settings. As a result, it performs comparably, but worse than other specific models. However, the non-specificity seems to slightly help in the test set, resulting in better than all others (except DSF–NDF setting).

3 Discussion and conclusions

In this paper we reported a number of experiments on detecting depression from language samples collected from social media. Being able to detect depression from linguistic material is interesting both theoretically, and due to its potential applications as a diagnostic aid or for monitoring of public or individual mental health. These goals are viable only if we can identify depression to a successful degree. There has been a number promising results for detecting depression from the writing samples, particularly from social media texts (Ramirez-Esparza et al., 2008; Coppersmith et al., 2015; Reece et al., 2017; Lynn et al., 2018).

In this study, our focus has been the selection of sources for successful detection of depression from social media text. Our results clearly show that careful selection of sources is important for not obtaining illusionary results. This is particularly important if one intends to use the resulting systems in practical applications. However, it may be equally important, not to get wrong conclusions for more theoretically oriented research as well.

Another important contribution of our works is the use of Reddit for the purpose. There has been relatively few studies using Reddit for investigating linguistic aspects of mental health (De Choudhury and De, 2014; Yates et al., 2017). We believe Reddit’s emphasis on anonymity is useful for ob-
taining less biased results. Reddit corpora also has the advantage of availability,\(^1\) which can help reproducing the earlier results. Furthermore, not having length limitation like Twitter, a popular choice in other studies, may also be important in some cases. The F\(_1\)-scores we obtained on Reddit corpus, although higher than the results reported in Yates et al. (2017), is lower than the earlier results on Twitter (Coppersmith et al., 2015). This could potentially be due to the small number of training instances in our study. However, further investigation is needed for understanding the differences.

In this study we only reported results from linear classifiers, using simple character and word bag-of-n-gram features. These models are simple, fast, language independent, and performed better than other systems we experimented with, including a number of deep learning architectures (this is in line with some earlier work where same models and methodology is used on similar tasks, e.g., Çöltekin and Rama, 2016, 2018). Furthermore, although our focus in this paper has been their performance, the linear models are also more open to analysis, allowing investigation of (types of) features that are useful for the task.
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Abstract

The goals of the SMM4H shared tasks are to release annotated social media based health related datasets to the research community, and to compare the performances of natural language processing and machine learning systems on tasks involving these datasets. The third execution of the SMM4H shared tasks, co-hosted with EMNLP-2018, comprised of four subtasks. These subtasks involve annotated user posts from Twitter (tweets) and focus on the (i) automatic classification of tweets mentioning a drug name, (ii) automatic classification of tweets containing reports of first-person medication intake, (iii) automatic classification of tweets presenting self-reports of adverse drug reaction (ADR) detection, and (iv) automatic classification of vaccine behavior mentions in tweets. A total of 14 teams participated and 78 system runs were submitted (23 for task 1, 20 for task 2, 18 for task 3, 17 for task 4).

1 Introduction

The third execution of the SMM4H shared tasks built on the success of the two previous shared task workshops, which were held at the Pacific Symposium on Biocomputing (PSB) in 2016 and at the AMIA Annual Symposium in 2017. In line with the previous shared tasks, the data comprised of medication mentioning posts from Twitter, which were retrieved using the Twitter public streaming API. For this iteration, We designed and provided annotated data for four tasks. The annotated data were made publicly available for download. The performances of participating systems were compared on blind evaluation sets for each task.

1.1 Shared Task Design

Teams were allowed to participate in one or multiple tasks. In order to analyze cross-task application of classification techniques, all the tasks for this year’s execution focused on text classification. Manually annotated training data for the four tasks were made available to the participants in May, 2018. Unlabeled evaluation data was released in July, 2018. Evaluations of participant submissions were conducted from 29th July to 2nd of August. In total, 14 teams participated in the shared tasks and 78 system runs were accepted from them (maximum of three submissions per team per task). We received 23 submissions for task 1, 20 for task 2, 18 for task 3, 17 for sub-task 4. Participating teams were invited to submit system descriptions to describe their approaches to the tasks. We provide descriptions of the four tasks and the associated data in the following sections/subsections.

2 Task Descriptions

2.1 Tasks

The primary goal of the SMM4H shared tasks is to promote community driven development and evaluations of systems focusing on social media based health data. This year’s tasks involved medication-mentioning user posts from Twitter. We included two tasks from the last execution at AMIA and two new task. Outlines of the tasks are as follows:

1. Automatic classification of posts mentioning a drug name. In this binary classification task, the systems were required to distinguish tweets mentioning any drug names or dietary supplement. Often run first in automatic pipelines mining health related information in social media, the performances obtained on this task conditions the overall performances of the entire pipelines and their usefulness. This proposed task was new and intended to establish common baselines for future research.

2. Automatic classification of medication intake mentioning posts. This is a three-class...
text classification task. Each medication-mentioning tweet is categorized into three classes—definite intake (where the user presents clear evidence of personal consumption), possible intake (where it is likely that the user consumed the medication, but the evidence is unclear), and no intake (where there is no evidence that the user consumed the medication).

3. Automatic classification of ADR mentioning tweets. This is a binary text classification task for which systems were required to predict if a tweet mentions an ADR or not. Such a system is crucial for active surveillance of ADRs from social media data as most of the medication-related chatter in the domain does not represent ADRs.

4. Automatic classification of vaccine behavior mentions in tweets. Specifically, English-language tweets are classified to indicate whether the user intends to receive a seasonal influenza (flu) vaccine (Huang et al., 2017). It is a binary classification task where the positive class indicates that the user has received or intends to receive the current flu vaccine, and all other tweets (which are filtered with vaccine-related keywords) are labeled negative. Such a classifier can be used to measure patterns in vaccination behaviors across populations.

To facilitate the shared task, we made available large annotated Twitter data sets. The overall shared task was designed to capitalize on the interest in social media mining and appeal to a diverse set of researchers working on distinct topics such as natural language processing, biomedical informatics, and machine learning. The different subtasks presented a number of interesting challenges including the noisy nature of the data, the informal language of the user posts, misspellings, and data imbalance. We provide details of the data used for each of the four above-mentioned tasks, and the tasks themselves, in the following subsections.

2.2 Data

The dataset made available for the shared tasks were collected from Twitter using the public streaming API. Task 1 and task 4 included new and unpublished annotated datasets provided as training and testing sets. Tasks 2 and 3 re-used existing training datasets from the SMM4H-2017 shared tasks where the SMM4H-2017 shared tasks' evaluation sets were included in the training datasets used this year. These datasets had been made available with our prior publication following the execution of the past workshop (Sarker et al., 2018).

Task 1: Drug names detection. Participants were given tweets with binary annotation, indicating the presence or absence in the tweet of one or more drug names/dietary supplement, manually created. The data were released in two phases. An initial set of 9,622 tweets were made available for training to any participants. The test set composed of 5,382 tweets was distributed only to registered participants. Both training and test sets were balanced with 4647/2530 tweets mentioning no drug and 4975/2852 tweets mentioning at least one drug, respectively. All participants were evaluated using common metrics for binary classification: Precision, Recall and F-score for tweets mentioning a drug.

Task 2: Medication Intake Classification. Participants were provided with tweets that have been manually categorized into three classes: definite intake, possible intake and no intake. Data was released in the same manner as task 1. 17,773 annotated tweets were made available for training. The evaluation set consisted of 5000 tweets. For this task, the evaluation metric was micro-averaged F-score for the definite intake and possible intake classes. This metric was chosen for evaluation because the tweets belonging to these two classes are of interest in social media based drug safety surveillance systems, while the no intake class primarily represents noise.

Task 3: ADR Classification. Participants were provided with the training/development set containing tweets which were annotated in a binary fashion to indicate the presence or absence of ADRs. A total of 25,633 annotated tweets were made available for training. The evaluation set consisted of 5000 tweets. The evaluation metric for this task was the F-score for the ADR class, since the primary intent of this task is to be able to filter out ADR indicating tweets from large amounts of noise.

Task 4: Vaccine Behavior Classification. Par-
Table 1: System performances for each team for task 1 of the shared task. Precision, Recall and F-score over the drug mention class is shown. Top score in each column is shown in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Institution(s)-Country</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ART</td>
<td>Tata Consultancy Services Limited, India</td>
<td>0.785</td>
<td>0.880</td>
<td>0.830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIC-NLP</td>
<td>Instituto Politecnico Nacional, Mexico</td>
<td>0.920</td>
<td>0.899</td>
<td>0.910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ClaC</td>
<td>Concordia University, Canada</td>
<td>0.788</td>
<td>0.769</td>
<td>0.778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIT_KGP</td>
<td>Indian Institute of Technology, India</td>
<td>0.918</td>
<td>0.840</td>
<td>0.877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRISA</td>
<td>INRIA-IRISA, France</td>
<td>0.922</td>
<td>0.906</td>
<td>0.914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LILU</td>
<td>Technical University of Moldova, Moldova</td>
<td>0.841</td>
<td>0.860</td>
<td>0.850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Techno</td>
<td>University Abou Bekr Belkaid, Algeria</td>
<td>0.905</td>
<td>0.855</td>
<td>0.879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THU_NGN</td>
<td>Tsinghua University, China</td>
<td>0.933</td>
<td>0.904</td>
<td><strong>0.918</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tub-Oslo</td>
<td>University of Tubingen, Germany</td>
<td>0.917</td>
<td><strong>0.907</strong></td>
<td>0.912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UChicagoCompLx</td>
<td>University of Chicago, USA</td>
<td><strong>0.937</strong></td>
<td>0.891</td>
<td>0.914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UZH</td>
<td>University of Zurich, Switzerland</td>
<td>0.927</td>
<td>0.878</td>
<td>0.902</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: System performances for each team for task 2 of the shared task. Micro-averaged Precision, Recall and F-score over the definite intake and possible intake classes are shown. Top score in each column is shown in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Institution(s)-Country</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ClaC</td>
<td>Concordia University, Canada</td>
<td>0.402</td>
<td>0.366</td>
<td>0.383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIT_KGP</td>
<td>Indian Institute of Technology, India</td>
<td>0.408</td>
<td>0.407</td>
<td>0.408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRISA</td>
<td>INRIA-IRISA, France</td>
<td>0.434</td>
<td>0.501</td>
<td>0.465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIGHT</td>
<td>Indian Institute of Technology, India</td>
<td>0.520</td>
<td>0.491</td>
<td>0.505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Techno</td>
<td>University Abou Bekr Belkaid, Algeria</td>
<td>0.327</td>
<td>0.432</td>
<td>0.372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tub-Oslo</td>
<td>University of Oslo, Norway</td>
<td>0.478</td>
<td>0.458</td>
<td>0.468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UChicagoCompLx</td>
<td>University of Chicago, USA</td>
<td><strong>0.654</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.783</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.713</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UZH</td>
<td>University of Zurich, Switzerland</td>
<td>0.371</td>
<td>0.437</td>
<td>0.401</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Task 1: Fourteen teams registered to participate in the task and 23 submissions from eleven teams were included in the final evaluations. Table 1 presents the performances of the best systems for each teams having submitted. Team THU_NGN had the best performing system for this task, obtaining a F-score of 0.9182.

Task 2: Eight teams submitted twenty system runs for the final evaluations. Table 2 presents the performances of the best systems for each team in terms of micro-averaged F-score for the intake and possible intake classes. UChicagoCompLx achieved top spot with a micro-averaged F-score of 0.71.

Task 3: Nine teams submitted eighteen system runs for the final evaluations. Table 3 presents the performances of the best systems for each team in terms of ADR class F-score. Team THU_NGN obtained the best F-score of 0.522.

Task 4: Nine teams submitted seventeen system runs for the final evaluations. Table 4 presents the performances of the best systems for each team. Team CARRDS obtained the best F-score of 0.887.

4 Conclusion

The submitted systems employed a wide range of deep learning based classifiers but also feature-based classifiers and few attempts with ensemble learning systems. The system descriptions...
that have been published with the shared task proceedings provide further details about these methods and the relative performances of each. The successful execution of the shared tasks suggests that this is an effective model for encouraging community-driven development of systems for social media based health related text mining, and warrants further future efforts.
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Abstract

Previous research has linked psychological and social variables to physical health. At the same time, psychological and social variables have been successfully predicted from the language used by individuals in social media. In this paper, we conduct an initial exploratory study linking these two areas. Using the social media platform of Twitter, we identify users self-reporting symptoms that are descriptive of influenza-like illness (ILI). We analyze the tweets of those users in the periods before, during, and after the reported symptoms, exploring emotional, cognitive, and structural components of language. We observe a post-ILI increase in social activity and cognitive processes, possibly supporting previous offline findings linking more active social activities and stronger cognitive coping skills to a better immune status.

1 Introduction

Stylistic variation in spoken and written communication of different users can provide rich information about them, such as their sociodemographic background (Rao et al., 2010; Argamon et al., 2009; Lampos et al., 2014; Preoțiuc-Pietro et al., 2015; Flekova et al., 2016), personality (Schwartz et al., 2013), mental health (De Choudhury et al., 2013), mood, beliefs, fears or cognitive patterns (Snowdon et al., 1996). At the same time, researchers have been observing relations between factors such as mental health, mental states, personality, happiness, and physical health, including direct relation between individual stress level and resistance to infectious diseases (Cohen and Williamson, 1991; Martin et al., 1995; Friedman, 2000; Smith and Gallo, 2001; Kiecolt-Glaser et al., 1998; Uchino, 2006). In this paper, we conduct an initial exploratory study linking these two research areas. Using the social media platform of Twitter, we identify users self-reporting symptoms that are descriptive of influenza-like illness (ILI). We analyze the tweets of those users in the periods before, during, and after the reported ILI symptoms, and extract linguistic variables linked to affective, cognitive, perceptual and social processes, as well as personal concerns. We observe a post-ILI increase in social activity and cognitive processes, possibly supporting previous findings that individuals, who spend less time in social activities or are less capable of coping with stress, are associated with a poorer immune status (Friedman, 2000; Pressman et al., 2005; Jaremka et al., 2013; Pennebaker et al., 1997).

2 Related work

Socially stable individuals are at significantly lower risk for disease (Cohen and Williamson, 1991; Martin et al., 1995; Kiecolt-Glaser et al., 1998; Friedman, 2000). Associations were found between personality and likelihood of physical limitations. Chronic negative emotions are associated with suppressed immune functioning, and optimism with lower ambulatory blood pressure and better immune functioning (Smith and Gallo, 2001). Smolderen et al. (2007) examined stress, negative mood, negative affectivity and social inhibition related to increased vulnerability to influenza on participants. They concluded that negative affectivity and perceived stress were associated with higher self-reporting of ILI.

There is considerable evidence that social isolation is associated with poorer health. Those with more types of relationships and those who spend more time in social activities are at lower risk for disease and mortality than their more isolated
counterparts (Friedman, 2000). Subjectively perceived loneliness and small social networks have also been associated with poorer immune status, greater psychological stress and poorer sleep quality (Pressman et al., 2005; Jaremka et al., 2013). Loneliness was also associated with greater psychological stress and negative affect, less positive affect, poorer sleep efficiency and quality, and elevations in circulating levels of cortisol (Pressman et al., 2005).

Some of these psychological and social variables have been previously successfully identified through an automated stylistic analysis of written text. For example, a series of natural language processing (NLP) workshops has been focusing on predicting depression on Twitter (Coppersmith et al., 2015b; Preeuwiets-Pietro et al., 2015), finding that the frequencies of functional words, auxiliary verbs, conjunctions, words indicating cognitive mechanisms, hedging expressions and exclusion words are a strongly predictive feature combination to separate depressed and healthy users. Earlier work on this topic found that authors with depressive tendency are more self-focused, use more frequently the “I” pronoun (Rude et al., 2004), and discuss in social media topics around feelings and sadness (Schwartz et al., 2014).

3 Dataset collection

We randomly sampled 14 million UK tweets, collected in the years 2014-2016, and searched for a small set of word patterns potentially indicative of having the flu based on previous work (Lampos and Cristianini, 2010, 2012; Lampos et al., 2015), such as any combination of {I have, I feel, I’ve got} and {flu, sore throat, high fever, stupid fever, hate fever, ill} excluding {http, rt, jab, shot, you, he, she}. We obtained 2,600 tweets matching the pattern, which we then manually examined, finally obtaining 1,235 referring to the users themselves being sick with a flu, cold, sore throat, or fever. The false positive tweets were often discussing news about flu, flu vaccination, or social media trends such as (Justin) Bieber fever or cabin fever.

The 1,235 tweets come from 285 users. These users have been rather verbose on Twitter, producing 7.2 million tweets, responses and retweets over the three years. We decided to monitor the period from 7 days before the user first mentions being sick, to 14 days after this mention, as our first assumption was that the ILI symptoms last about a week since the first tweet. However, after the manual empirical exploration of user tweets over time, we reassessed this hypothesis, and for the rest of this study we are assuming the peak ILI period (i.e., the time period when the flu has the most extreme symptoms) is occurring slightly sooner, i.e., between one day before and two days after the time when a user is self-reporting that has the disease (TSR, time of self-report). We obtained 144,837 tweets, and after filtering out retweets this averaged to 231 tweets per user over these three weeks.

4 Statistical analysis method

We extract textual features using the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) (Pennebaker et al., 2001), which consists of dozens of lexicons related to psychological processes (e.g., Affective, Cognitive, Biological), personal concerns (e.g., Work, Leisure, Money) and other categories such as Fillers, Disfluencies or Swear words. For each word category, we count a relative occurrence of the words of that category as a proportion to all words for a given user in a given time period.

Per set of days \(d \geq 3\), we calculated the mean \(\langle o \rangle_d\) of the occurrences \(o\) for a single feature as \(\langle o \rangle_d = \sum_{i=0}^{N} o_i/N\) with \(N\) being the number of users tweeting in that relative period \(d\) (e.g., “7 days before TSR” to “5 days after TSR”) and \(o_i\) being a feature value for one user in that period (e.g., relative proportion of words from category Family to all words tweeted by that user in that period). An example is demonstrated on Figure 2. For each data point \(\langle o \rangle_d\), the period \(d\) is illustrated with the horizontal bar and the standard error the mean \(SE_{\langle o \rangle_d} = \frac{s}{\sqrt{N}}\) as a vertical bar. We then calculate the significance that the mean of the feature two and more days before the ILI symptoms TSR differs from the mean of the feature in the assumed ILI symptom peak interval (one day before to two days after TSR), as well as the significance that the mean of the feature three and more days after the ILI symptoms TSR differs from it. The significance \(\sigma\) is calculated as:

\[
\sigma_{\text{before}} = \frac{\langle o \rangle_{\text{before}} - \langle o \rangle_{\text{during}}}{\sqrt{SE_{\langle o \rangle_{\text{before}}}^2 + SE_{\langle o \rangle_{\text{during}}}^2}}
\]

\[
\sigma_{\text{after}} = \frac{\langle o \rangle_{\text{during}} - \langle o \rangle_{\text{after}}}{\sqrt{SE_{\langle o \rangle_{\text{during}}}^2 + SE_{\langle o \rangle_{\text{after}}}^2}}
\]
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Both the $\sigma$ and the corresponding p-values are listed in the individual feature plots. Generally, we are looking for $\sigma$ values larger than 1.96, corresponding to two-tailed significance test of $p = 0.05$ for the feature values during and before/after the ILI peak. If in reality the feature distribution in both periods was the same, we would observe these or larger differences in $<5\%$ of the cases. Both the sigmas and the corresponding p-values are listed in the individual feature plots.

5 Results

Figure 1 shows all differences in feature value distributions before and after the ILI TSR. While the values before typically tend to resemble the values during sickness more closely, the values from day +3 onwards show several significant ($> 2\sigma$, $p < 0.05$) differences. The relative frequency of words from Friends and Family LIWC categories increases after the ILI peak (Fig. 2b and 2a). This indicates that users probably get more socially involved after recovery, however, the relatively low values in the period before the ILI may support the hypothesis that individuals spending less time in social activities are associated with a poorer immune status (Friedman, 2000; Pressman et al., 2005; Jaremka et al., 2013). We also observe a post-ILI increase in the usage of causal words. Causal words connote terms to explain cause and effect (e.g. reason, why, because). Increased use of words in this category has been previously found to be related to improved physical health due to stronger coping skills (Pennebaker et al., 1997). There is a $2\sigma$ decrease in impersonal pronouns after the ILI peak (Fig. 2e). Higher levels of impersonal pronoun usage have been previously associated to increased anxiety levels (Copersmith et al., 2015a), hence this change could indicate a post-illness drop in anxiety.

Additional effects observed are: (a) a $2\sigma$ post-ILI decrease in assent words such as agree, OK, yes (Fig. 2c), which surprisingly signals decreased levels of agreement with the social group and is linked to lower-quality social relationships (Tausczik and Pennebaker, 2010), and (b) a $3\sigma$ increase in second person pronouns (Fig. 2f) during the illness, suggesting focus on others.

We found no significant difference in emotion levels or the levels of usage of the pronoun “I”.

6 Conclusions and future work

We conduct an initial exploratory study of psycholinguistic attributes of Twitter users before, during, and after self-reported influenza symptoms. We observe a post-ILI change in expressions that correlate with elevated levels of social activity and cognitive processes. Interestingly, instead of an expected increase in using first-person pronoun “I” during the ILI peak (focus on self), we observe a significant increase in second person pronouns (“you”). We plan to extend this study by including additional 11,000 ILI events.
Figure 2: Feature values for selected LIWC categories (specified in the sub-captions) averaged across all diagnosed users for day intervals relative to their ILI symptoms. For each local mean value (blue point), the period of the mean is illustrated with the horizontal bar and the standard error of the mean as a vertical bar. The horizontal blue stripe visually aids to compare to the ILI peak standard error interval, and the vertical grey stripe to the ILI peak period. In addition, an average feature value during the ILI peak is illustrated by a dashed line, compared to the overall average of the feature (yellow line).
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Abstract
In the current study, we apply multi-class and multi-label sentence classification to sentiment analysis of online medical forums. We aim to identify major health issues discussed in online social media and the types of sentiments those issues evoke. We use ontology of personal health information for Information Extraction and apply Machine Learning methods in automated recognition of the expressed sentiments.

1 Introduction

Computational Health. Online social media became an invaluable and ever growing source of Computational Health (Collier et al. 2017; Sarker et al., 2015). Personal health information, i.e. information about health that individuals share in clinical settings, had been found on Twitter, other social networks, in blogs and medical forums (Sokolova and Schramm, 2011). A diverse language and a subjective style of social media messages stipulate two principal components of Computational Health: i) automated recognition of medical concepts, ii) automated identification of sentiments. The former is essential for extraction of health information (Limsopatham and Collier, 2016); the latter enables to recognize personal attitude in discussion of one’s health (Sokolova and Bobicev, 2013).

We apply multi-class and multi-labeled sentence classification in sentiment analysis of online medical forums. We aim to identify major health issues discussed in online social media and the types of sentiments those issues evoke. In order to do this, we adapt ontology of personal health information used in social media studies (Sokolova and Schramm, 2011). By using Machine Learning methods in multi-class classification, we significantly improve over the majority class baseline (paired t-test for all the eight labels: P = 0.0062) and over the look-up results (paired t-test over all the labels, P=0.0208).

2 Related Work.

Sentiment analysis of user-written content has been performed intensely for studies of goods and services reviews, tweets and blogs (Serrano-Guerrero et al., 2015). Khan et al (2016) have shown that a rule-based sentiment classification can be a viable method of sentence-based sentiment analysis. We differentiate between lexicon-based and aspect-based approaches in sentiment analysis studies. The lexicon-based analysis relies on retrieval of lexical expressions of sentiments (Taboada et al, 2011), whereas the aspect-based analysis focuses on sentiments and opinions related to specific features of the product or service (Liu, 2012).

Sentiment analysis of health information is an expanding research domain (Denecke and Deng, 2015). It had been shown that sentiments can be conclusively connected with health issues (Chen and Sokolova, 2018). Health-related texts often express complex sentiments, hence benefit from a multi-label approach in sentiment classification (Bobicev and Sokolova, 2017).

Navindgi et al. (2016) used syntactic features to compare document-level and sentence-level multi-class sentiment classification of online medical forums. They opine that adding social components can benefit the classification results.

Many health-related studies use Twitter data, a popular sphere of public communications (Grover et al, 2018). Tweets had been used in Information Extraction of personal health information (Sokolova et al, 2013), as well as in health studies of specific population groups (Bravo and Goetz, 2017) and in analysis of particular health-related issues (Abbasi et al, 2018). Sokolova et al (2013) had shown that personal pronouns and family relations significantly im-
proved accuracy of health information extraction from Twitter.

3 The Data Set Construction

We work with texts harvested from in vitro fertilization forums, namely, ivf.ca, with posts annotated by multiple sentiments. The posts are comparatively informative, containing approx. 100-150 words each. Many posts express more than one sentiment and discuss more than one topic. The posts had been studied in a multi-label sentiment classification (Bobicev and Sokolova, 2017). In the said study, multi-label classification has been applied to a complete post, thus leaving aside a nuanced analysis of the expressed sentiments. In the current work, we use sentences as the units of the study to gain more detailed information about expressed sentiments.

Sentiment categories. We use two categories encouragement, confusion, and facts introduced in previous studies (Sokolova and Bobicev, 2013).

Encouragement indicates sentiments expressed towards the interlocutors of the post author. The expressed sentiments aim to support and inspire other people reading the posts. At the same time, this support is expressed by describing details of treatment such as: clinics, doctors, procedures or medicines that could lead to the desired outcome.

Confusion generalizes various nuances of negative sentiments: uncertainty, hopeless, frustration, complaint, etc. While analyzing the posts marked by confusion, we aim to extract the cause of these negative sentiments; here we differentiate between health issues per se and issues of treatment.

Facts is used to label the objective discussions. In posts labeled by facts we seek to extract information related to health (e.g., treatment, procedures, prescribed medications).

Health issue categories. The health-related ontology introduced in (Sokolova and Schramm, 2011) was the main resource of Information Extraction procedures. The ontology has been created to study user-written online messages on health-related topics. It contained four main health issue categories: (1) ‘Person’ with subclasses ‘Anatomical parts’ and ‘Physiological functions’; (2) ‘Health-Related Problems’ with subclasses ‘Symptoms’ and ‘Diseases’; (3) ‘Health Care System’ with subclasses ‘Health Care Providers’, ‘Health Care Setting’ ‘Health Care Procedures’; (4) Health-Related Environmental Factors.

We expanded the ontology with two new categories: Intakes and External Factors. Our initial version of the ontology listed the following categories: (1) Body: parts, organs, elements, functions; (2) Health conditions: symptoms, diseases; (3) Health care: providers, settings; (4) Health care actions: diagnostics, procedures; (5) Intakes: medicines, supplements, food; (6) External factors: family, work, finances.

However, a simple lookup resulted in high precision and low recall (Precision=0.97, Recall=0.23). The low Recall was due to various spelling of health related terms, especially multisyllable medical terms (e.g. echocardiography’) and specific abbreviations (e.g., ultrasound was written as US or U/S). Unlike in studies of Twitter data (Sokolova et al, 2013), adding personal pronouns and family relations did not improve accuracy of the health information retrieval. In our data, the authors used personal pronouns indiscriminately in description of health issues and other topics. When creating unigram models for posts with health information and without it, we observed that ‘I’ is the most frequent word in both. The next most frequent pronoun in health related text is ‘my’ and in non-health related text - ‘you’. Family relationship mentioning is actually more frequent in non-health related texts.

The final set of the ontology term categories (i.e., health issues) was as following: (1) Body parts, organs; (2) Health conditions: symptoms, diseases; (3) Health care providers; (4) Actions: procedures; (5) Intakes.

Sentence annotation. We selected 160 posts for sentence annotation and further evaluation by machine learning methods. The selected posts i) had to have 2 or more sentiment labels, ii) had to be an average length (300 - 600 characters, or 50-100 words). Those posts had been split into sentences. Each sentence was manually annotated using two sets of labels: sentiments and health issues mentioned in this sentence.

It is important to note that sentences could have more than one label from the same category, e.g., encouragement and facts, providers and organs. Some sentences had multiple labels and some sen-

\textsuperscript{3} The data set is available upon request at victoria.bobicev@ia.utm.md
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tences had zero labels. For example, “So it’s a matter of getting the balance right.” did not have assigned labels, whereas “I just want to make it clear to anyone with DOR or LOR that there still is hope!” has been assigned with encouragement and symptoms.

The annotation resulted in 1087 sentences annotated with the total of 985 labels (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Labels</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sentences</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The statistics on the label distribution.

Further, we worked with the label distribution presented in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sentiments</th>
<th>Health Issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>facts : 213</td>
<td>procedures : 234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>encouragement : 110</td>
<td>symptoms : 127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>confusion : 70</td>
<td>providers : 86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>organs : 84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>intakes : 61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Label distribution in the data set.

4 Empirical Studies

**Feature selection.** We tokenized each sentence and built the unigram model of the data. All the tokens have been used as features in the initial feature set.

To obtain the best set of features for each label we used Information Gain (IG) to calculate coefficients of the token importance for the current label:  
\[ IG(\text{token}, \text{label}) = H(\text{label}) - H(\text{label/token}) \]

For example, the highest coefficients for the topic ‘organs’ were: eggs - 0.079, tubes- 0.021, egg- 0.018, ovary 0.017, ovaries 0.014, and the lowest for the selected features were: abdominal - 0.0034, sorta - 0.0034, like - 0.0030. We calculated the coefficients for every word and selected words with the coefficients > 0.

**Multi-class classification.** We calculated the baseline F-measure (B) where all instances are attributed to the majority class. Thus, F-measure is quite high due to the data imbalance.

To assess difficulty of the multi-class classification, we used a straight-forward look-up to identify each label. The threshold for the label has been selected by balancing Precision (Pr) and Recall (R) of this label recognition. Table 3 shows Pr, R and F-measure (F) calculated for each label.

For the five health issue labels, the look-up non-significantly improved F-measure over the baseline (paired t-test for the five health issue labels: P=0.1308); classification improvement did not happen for the three sentiment labels, albeit F-measure decrease was not significant (paired t-test for the three sentiment labels: P=0.1060).

We used Machine Learning experiments to improve sentence-based sentiment classification. To find algorithms that can improve on the baseline, we applied applied Naïve Bayes, Support Vector Machine, K-Nearest Neighbors, and Decision Tree classifiers from WEKA toolkit.

We applied 10-fold cross validation on the set of the annotated sentences. Table 4 reports the best results for each label. SVM and KNN substantially outperformed other algorithms. The results show that the best results significantly improved over the baseline results: paired t-test for all the labels: P = 0.0062. Improvement over the look-up results is also statistically significant: paired t-test over all the labels, P=0.0208.

However, these experiments treated every label individually and did not reveal relationship among them. To seek relationship among the label categories and the individual labels, we involved multi-label classification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>Pr</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>facts</td>
<td>0.717</td>
<td>0.735</td>
<td>0.653</td>
<td>0.692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>encourage</td>
<td>0.851</td>
<td>0.971</td>
<td>0.600</td>
<td>0.742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>confusion</td>
<td>0.904</td>
<td>0.891</td>
<td>0.700</td>
<td>0.784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>procedures</td>
<td>0.690</td>
<td>0.759</td>
<td>0.739</td>
<td>0.749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symptoms</td>
<td>0.828</td>
<td>0.958</td>
<td>0.888</td>
<td>0.922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>organs</td>
<td>0.887</td>
<td>0.985</td>
<td>0.807</td>
<td>0.887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>providers</td>
<td>0.883</td>
<td>0.925</td>
<td>0.860</td>
<td>0.892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intakes</td>
<td>0.917</td>
<td>0.919</td>
<td>0.934</td>
<td>0.927</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Multi-class labels’ lookup results.

**Multi-label classification.** In multi-label classification (Sorower, 2010), we focused on joint detection of the sentiment and health issues labels assigned to a sentence. We had 667 sentences with at least one label. To convert from a multi-label to a uni-label problem, we used Binary Relevance (BR) problem transformation method. It creates k datasets, each for every single label, and trains the classifier on each of these data sets.

https://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
Using the lookup method we obtained 292 sentences with Exact Match (EM) = 0.438.

\[ \text{ExactMatch} = \frac{1}{n} \sum \mathbb{I}(Y_i = Z_i) \]

where \( n \) denotes the number of sentences in the data set, \( Y_i, Z_i \) are sets of predicted and true labels for sentence \( i \) respectively.

EM is the ultimate assessment of accuracy, as it counts only sentences with every label found and identified correctly. This means that the system detected correctly all the labels for more than 40% of sentences (443 labels in total).

The look-up classified 219 sentences with a partial match, where 294 labels were matched correctly, 145 labels were false negative and 115 labels were false positive. ‘Match’ indicates manually annotated a label found by the lookup; ‘false positive’ shows that a label was found by the lookup but not by the manual annotation; ‘false negative’ indicates an annotated label missed by the lookup.

Among 156 completely mismatched sentences, 103 labels were classified as false negative and 96 labels were classified as false positive.

We have applied multi-label Machine Learning algorithms from MEKA toolkit\(^3\). As in multi-class-classification, we used 10-fold cross-validation. In this task, SVM and Naïve Bayes outperformed the other algorithms. SVM obtained \( \text{EM} = 0.513, F \text{ (by label)} = 0.438 \). Naïve Bayes obtained \( \text{EM} = 0.421, F \text{ (by label)} = 0.406 \).

The best EM, obtained by SVM, is higher than EM = 0.450 reported for studies of the complete posts (Bobicev and Sokolova, 2017). In addition to classifying a bigger unit, the cited work analyzed only four sentiment labels, whereas we obtained a higher EM in a more complex classification of three sentiment labels and five health issue labels. However, our data set is considerably smaller than the data used in the previous study: 597 sentences vs 1321 posts.

**Error analysis.** We categorized reasons for errors as follows: (1) linguistic challenges: irony, misspellings, ambiguous sentence structure that requires application of specialized linguistic methods; (2) limitations of the knowledge source, i.e., deficiency of terms in the applied ontology; (3) system limitations, e.g., inability of our system to capture long distance relations of terms and sentiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Alg.</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>Pr</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>facts</td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>0.717</td>
<td>0.845</td>
<td>0.854</td>
<td>0.831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>encourage</td>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>0.851</td>
<td>0.897</td>
<td>0.905</td>
<td>0.869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>confusion</td>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>0.904</td>
<td>0.947</td>
<td>0.952</td>
<td>0.942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>procedures</td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>0.690</td>
<td>0.848</td>
<td>0.854</td>
<td>0.835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symptoms</td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>0.828</td>
<td>0.906</td>
<td>0.908</td>
<td>0.884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>organs</td>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>0.887</td>
<td>0.954</td>
<td>0.951</td>
<td>0.940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>providers</td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>0.883</td>
<td>0.922</td>
<td>0.930</td>
<td>0.907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intakes</td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>0.917</td>
<td>0.967</td>
<td>0.966</td>
<td>0.959</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: The best multi-class results of ML algorithms.

Data set, \( Y_i, Z_i \) are sets of predicted and true labels for sentence \( i \) respectively.

\[ \sum \mathbb{I}(Y_i = Z_i) \]

\( n \) denotes the number of sentences in the data set, \( Y_i, Z_i \) are sets of predicted and true labels for sentence \( i \) respectively.

EM is the ultimate assessment of accuracy, as it counts only sentences with every label found and identified correctly. This means that the system detected correctly all the labels for more than 40% of sentences (443 labels in total).

The look-up classified 219 sentences with a partial match, where 294 labels were matched correctly, 145 labels were false negative and 115 labels were false positive. ‘Match’ indicates manually annotated a label found by the lookup; ‘false positive’ shows that a label was found by the lookup but not by the manual annotation; ‘false negative’ indicates an annotated label missed by the lookup.

Among 156 completely mismatched sentences, 103 labels were classified as false negative and 96 labels were classified as false positive.

We have applied multi-label Machine Learning algorithms from MEKA toolkit\(^3\). As in multi-class-classification, we used 10-fold cross-validation. In this task, SVM and Naïve Bayes outperformed the other algorithms. SVM obtained \( \text{EM} = 0.513, F \text{ (by label)} = 0.438 \). Naïve Bayes obtained \( \text{EM} = 0.421, F \text{ (by label)} = 0.406 \).

The best EM, obtained by SVM, is higher than EM = 0.450 reported for studies of the complete posts (Bobicev and Sokolova, 2017). In addition to classifying a bigger unit, the cited work analyzed only four sentiment labels, whereas we obtained a higher EM in a more complex classification of three sentiment labels and five health issue labels. However, our data set is considerably smaller than the data used in the previous study: 597 sentences vs 1321 posts.

**Error analysis.** We categorized reasons for errors as follows: (1) linguistic challenges: irony, misspellings, ambiguous sentence structure that requires application of specialized linguistic methods; (2) limitations of the knowledge source, i.e., deficiency of terms in the applied ontology; (3) system limitations, e.g., inability of our system to capture long distance relations of terms and sentiments.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We present a preliminary sentence-level sentiment analysis of posts gathered from a medical forum. The posts were informative enough to express several sentiments and cover several health issues. As a result, we analyzed a multi-labeled data set, where some labels revealed sentiments and other labels indicated underlying health issues.

We adapted ontology that was previously used in personal health information extraction from a heterogeneous social media data to identify health issues in the data set. Respectively, we added intake terms and populated the ontology with domain specific terms of In Vitro Fertilization and their slang spellings used by the online forum participants. By using Machine Learning methods in multi-class classification, we have obtained significant improvement over the majority class baseline (paired t-test for all the eight labels: \( P = 0.0062 \)) and significant improvement over the look-up results (paired t-test over all the labels, \( P=0.0208 \)). The obtained results on multi-label classification are less conclusive, in part, because a small data set.

Hence, we want to expand the data set through annotation of more posts on the sentence level. This will allow us to use syntactic structures of sentences in order to better capture their semantics.

At the same time, more work should be done for development of an automated and robust system that can reliably classify sentiments and related to them health issues on social media. To improve on Information Extraction, we plan to augment the current ontology.

Finally, we want to test the same approach on posts collected from other medical forums.

---

\(^3\) http://waikato.github.io/meka/
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Abstract

Social media-based text mining in healthcare has received special attention in recent times due to the enhanced accessibility of social media sites like Twitter. The increasing trend of spreading important information in distress can help patients reach out to prospective blood donors in a time bound manner. However such manual efforts are mostly inefficient due to the limited network of a user. In a novel step to solve this problem, we present an annotated Emergency Blood Donation Request (EBDR) dataset\textsuperscript{1} to classify tweets referring to the necessity of urgent blood donation requirement. Additionally, we also present an automated feature-based SVM classification technique that can help selective EBDR tweets reach relevant personals as well as medical authorities. Our experiments also present a quantitative evidence that linguistic along with handcrafted heuristics can act as the most representative set of signals this task with an accuracy of 97.89%.

1 Introduction

Sufficiency in the availability of blood in emergency situations can dramatically improve the life expectancy and quality of lives of patients in chronic medical conditions. However, many patients still suffer due to the dual challenges of timely availability and shortfall of required whole blood and blood components. In the case of countries with low rates of blood donation record, blood donation is largely dependent on the families and friends of patients, usually through the word of mouth or peer to peer networking. With the increasing accessibility of social media websites, several instances have emerged where the friends and the family of the patients in need of a blood transfusion have tried to voice their urgent need of blood donation through social media channels. They have reached out to the online community through tweets, Facebook posts, and status updates on popular social media platforms. The effect of such tweets in an emergency situation is largely limited to a user’s first few degrees of connections. Thus, it fails to reach the desired donor within the stipulated critical time.

Problem Statement: Emergency Blood Donation Request (EBDR) detection is the task of identifying tweets that explicitly or implicitly mention a necessity for an urgent blood donor.

1.1 Challenges

The key challenges in preparing the corpus are:

1. More than one topic categorization: The task of EBDR tweets prediction is not limited to segregation into binary classes on the basis of certain keywords (like urgent need, blood required, etc.). It involves identification of multiple textual modalities such as blood group, quantity of blood required, the disease being treated and presence of personal details for authentication.

2. Multiple instances of retweets: It is difficult to obtain a unique set of EBDR tweets as many of the instances of such tweets extracted through the search API are retweets by immediate connections of the original tweet author. In many cases, the tweets describing the same events are spread by rephrasing, morphing or editing the original tweets causing duplication of tweet instances.

1.2 Contributions

The main contributions can be summarized as:

\textsuperscript{1}The dataset and code are available for research purposes at https://github.com/pmathur5k10/EBDR
• Building a corpus of annotated emergency blood donation request tweets divided into three separate datasets using different tweet extraction methodologies.
• Extraction of ancillary handcrafted features from tweets pertaining to the specifications of the requested blood donation.
• Feature modeling using four independent sets of tweet features: linguistic, handcrafted, user specific metadata and textual metadata for the purpose of tweet classification followed by determination of the most relevant set of auxiliary features for SVM based classification.

2 Related Work
Several successful attempts in health text mining have shown that social media can act as a rich source of information for public health monitoring (Broniatowski et al., 2015). MA and Eldredge developed an annotated dataset from consumer drug review posts on social media. Twitter data has been used previously for identifying mentions of medication intake (Mahata et al., 2018a,b), monitoring prescription drug abuse (Hanson et al., 2013). The domain of health text mining also extends to include mental health. Past work on identifying hateful behaviour (Mathur et al., 2018a,b) and suicidal behavior on Twitter (Sawhney et al., 2018a).

3 Dataset
3.1 Dataset Creation
The tweets were collected between 10 May 2018 to 10 July 2018 using Twitter Streaming API. The major problem of extracting tweets for solicitation of blood donation was the infrequent and sporadic nature of their occurrence. Due to the limitation of time restriction imposed on the search query based retrieval, two parallel strategies were developed to build three separate datasets:

1. Personal Donation Requests(PDR) Dataset
   (1311 EBDR, 1511 non-EBDR): A curated list of 53 medical phrases was extracted from selected online blood donation information portals such as American Red Cross2, Australian Red Cross3 and NHS Blood and transplant4 by using TF/IDF (Ramos et al., 2003) to identify the most frequently occurring terms. A few such phrases have been depicted in Fig.1 which were used to query tweets related to blood donation after removing the stop words. Apart from them, tweets mined by using general medical terms were incorporated to form the complete dataset.

2. Blood Donation Community(BDC) Dataset
   (1889 EBDR, 3268 non-EBDR): The list of users present in the tweets in PDR dataset was obtained. Specific Twitter handles of community blood donation groups were identified from these users and historical tweets from their timeline were extracted for the positive class. For the negative class, past tweets from extraneous users were collected.

3. Dataset HO: (741 EBDR, 1072 non-EBDR): This represents the held-out dataset, with tweets collected using both approaches stated above and no overlap with PDR and BDC.

We utilized the traditional query based tweet mining practice which made the PDR dataset more generic in nature. In addition, we employed a Twitter handle supervision technique in BDC dataset to focus on a larger tweet corpus heavily specific to the positive class. Lastly, the held out dataset was created using both the techniques in conjunction for a fair assessment of real world cases. The collected corpus of tweets was filtered down to remove tweets involving non-English text using Ling-Pipe, non-Unicode characters, duplicate tweets, and tweets containing only URL’s, images, videos or having less than 3 words.
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Figure 1: Word cloud of EBDR tweets

3.2 Data Annotation
The datasets were annotated by two independent human annotators. In the case of conflict amongst the annotators, an NLP expert finally assigned the ground truth annotation for ambiguous tweets. A satisfactory agreement between the annotators was inferred from Cohen’s Kappa score of 0.86 and the
Table 1: Features of tweets in the EBDR dataset.

inter-annotator agreement for the complete EBDR dataset was 89.20%. The classification was done on account of observations stated below:

1. EBDR Tweets:
   - Tweets describing a personal critical medical situation indicative of urgent blood requirement within a stipulated timeframe; For instance, “@BDonors: MOST URGENT B+ve Blood Donors urgently required for a serious cancer patient...”
   - Tweets appealing for blood donation due to a major crisis or mishap involving casualties and loss of life; e.g., “Twin blasts in city leave hundreds injured. Request nrby residents having any of A+, B- or O type blood to save precious lives. Contact @username at 99123...”

2. Non-EBDR Tweets:
   - Tweets with no motive to discuss blood donation; e.g., “We will have to urgently counter this bloody war to sustain our basic living requirements”.
   - Tweets related to general medical terminology or about general awareness; e.g., “Iron helps in blood clotting...”.
   - Promotional content highlighting the usefulness of blood donation to reach out to a target audience. e.g., “Lets pledge to donate blood every 2 months to help people fighting Leukemia”.
   - Tweets such as “We thank @user for registering as #AB- blood donor...” that portray gratitude for blood donation.
   - Tweets publicizing an offer to donate blood might give rise to contextual bias; e.g., “I will donate my rare O- blood...”

Table 2: Distribution of hand crafted features of EBDR tweets across Personal Donation Request, Blood Donation Community and Held-Out datasets

4 Feature Modeling

Table 1 presents the complete set of features corresponding to each annotated tweet. The feature set is composed of four constituents: (i) linguistic features, (ii) user metadata, (iii) textual metadata and (iv) handcrafted features. Linguistic features consist of standard unigrams and bigrams as n-grams features along with TF-IDF frequencies that capture the syntactic as well as semantic information. Tweet virality (Cha et al., 2010) and user’s network worth (Recuero et al., 2011), measured by the count of friends, followers, favorites and status effect, are necessary parameters to gauge the ability to broadcast emergency messages through the social media network. A common observation during the tweet mining has been the presence of hashtags, URL’s and user mentions related to blood donation in EBDR tweets. For instance, hashtags similar to #SaveLife, #BloodMatters, #HelpEmergency were prominently present in the positive category of EBDR dataset. Lastly, several handcrafted elements including presence of blood group, blood quantity required, the name of the hospital or blood bank soliciting blood donation on behalf of a patient, disease for which blood transfusion is desired, name, place and contact number of the patient; were extracted by human annotators. Personal details such as user mentions, name, address and phone numbers of patients and tweet posters were anonymized due to privacy concerns of individuals. This resulted in the accumulation of blood donation specific traits as depicted in Table 2.

5 Evaluation

Table 3 shows the performance of datasets BDC, PDR and HO, where the three datasets have been trained using SVM classifier (Chang and Lin, 2011) by taking a combination of one or more feature sets mentioned in Section 4. The train-test split in each case was fixed to 70:30 and stratified five-fold cross-validation performance is reported
to account for any imbalance of tweet classes in the datasets that may occur. In each case, linguistic features achieve a marginally better accuracy as compared to the handcrafted features when trained separately, but outperform all other combinations of features when utilized in pair. The extensive under-performance due to inclusion of textual and user metadata prove that these feature sets poorly correlate with the positive class. Dataset BDC consists of a more number of samples having a direct correlation with emergency blood donation requests, as opposed to dataset PDR having a greater abundance of samples relevant to the topic of blood donation. This leads to a higher precision but lower recall in evaluation of Linguistic and Handcrafted feature based PDR dataset. In contrast, the datasets PDR and HO, show a better score, implying the ability to effectively identify posts of EBDR class, thereby reducing the false positive cases. Also, despite the downside of PDR dataset in terms of accuracy, the evaluation metrics follow a similar trend. The best performance in terms of F1-score is shown by using linguistic and handcrafted features in all the three datasets. The HO dataset performs better in terms of accuracy (97.89%) as compared to both PDR and BDC, implying that training classifiers with tweets covering various other topics and aspects increases its robustness towards noise.

5.1 Error Analysis

Some categories of errors that were noticed are:

1. **Rants due to non-availability of blood donors:** Tweets like “Can’t believe we live in a pathetic world, no one came forward to donate a single bottle of B+ve blood ...#HumanityIsDead” are an example of reactionary posts. Such posts do not belong to EBDR. However the supervised classifiers classify such tweets into the same, making it difficult to separate false requests from genuine cases.

2. **Acknowledgment of blood donation:** The tweet “We thank @user for registering as #AB- blood donor ...” was correctly identified by the human annotators but misclassified by the automated classifiers. This can be attributed to the inefficiency of the classifiers to derive contextual meaning from the tweets.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we introduced a robust feature based classification system in addition to an annotated corpus to accurately identify Emergency Blood Donation Request (EBDR) tweets and separate them from other unrelated blood donation communication, referred to as non-EBDR tweets. Given the diverse nature of emergency request tweets, we adopted a two-way corpus construction strategy. We mine three datasets to probe various aspects such as robustness and accuracy and manually annotated them to validate the performance of the proposed classification system. In addition we also perform an analysis of the efficiency of four independent feature sets extracted from the tweets. The results point out that the linguistic features like n-grams and TF-IDF statistics along with handcrafted features related to blood donation requirement are best suited for classification. The EBDR data corpus can benefit researchers in various aspects including but not limited to (i) automatic evaluation of emergency blood donation requests from health posts, (ii) named entity extraction of patient details, blood group and quantity requirement statistics with the help of handcrafted features provided with the tweets, (iii) crisis assessment and management through social media monitoring of medical emergency events and (iv) feature modelling using genetic algorithms as done by Sawhney et al. (2018b,c).
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Abstract

Through a semi-automatic analysis of tweets, we show that Twitter users not only express Medication Non-Adherence (MNA) in social media but also their reasons for not complying; further research is necessary to fully extract automatically and analyze this information, in order to facilitate the use of this data in epidemiological studies.

1 Introduction

Past studies (Claxton et al., 2001) have shown that 50% of medications are not taken as prescribed by patients. This Medication Non-Adherence (MNA) increases morbidity and mortality with an estimated cost of 100–239 billion per annum to the US healthcare system. The patients’ reasons to not comply with treatments are of diverse nature, such as high price for a drug or its negative adverse effect, not trusting the medication, or because they feel better or forget. Healthcare providers have to understand such reasons in order to influence patients’ behavior. A major challenge, however, is the difficulty in identifying such reasons. Traditional methods, such as mining clinical records or using pharmacy claims data, or interacting directly with patients through surveys and intervention trials have been found limited to identify MNA reasons (Xie et al., 2017).

With the large adoption during the last decades of Social Media (SM) and the proneness of the SM users to discuss medical habits and share health issues, SM is increasingly regarded as an important source that can provide unique insights into Medication Non-Adherence reasons. For our study, we have chosen Twitter due to the large volume of easily-accessible data.

In this work, through a semi-automatic analysis of 4 million tweets, we show that not only Twitter users clearly express MNA in the social media but also their reasons for not complying with their treatments, which calls for further research to fully automatize our process.

2 Methods

Tweets mention medications in various contexts such as advertising/selling drugs or personal drug experiences. Typically, accounts owned by a company or organization advertise and sell drugs, and individual persons post personal drug experiences such as their prescriptions, their reaction to the drugs, and sometimes their non-adherence.

To determine if Twitter users are mentioning their non adherence to their treatment and their reasons, we manually analyzed an existing corpus of four millions tweets, the Pregnancy corpus. This corpus is composed of ~112,500 timelines of women posting during their pregnancy and collected for the needs of a previous epidemiologic study (Golder et al., 2018).

Two independent methods detected tweets mentioning a MNA. The methods rely on different features related to MNA and were applied in parallel.

**Drug names matching:** We compiled a list of 103 distinct names of drugs related to HIV and diabetes from Drug.com\(^2\) and eMEDTV\(^3\). These lists include generic and brand names. We filtered out all tweets which did not contain any drug name from the drug list. We, then, removed all tweets containing a hyperlink, retweets, reply tweets and tweets not written in English. These heuristic rules were inspired by Adrover et al. (2015) and were based on the observation that a majority of tweets containing drug names and a hyperlink were posted by companies commenting web articles, whereas tweets posted by individuals

---

1^We call a *timeline* the exhaustive set of tweets posted by a user during a given period.
2^https://www.drugs.com
3^http://cholesterol.emedtv.com
Patterns matching: We encoded our patterns in REs and searched for all tweets in the corpus. For this preliminary study, we searched for two patterns: all tweets which contain both phrases “stopped taking” and “made me”, regardless of the order. The previous heuristic rules, used to remove tweets posted by bots or companies, were not applied on the tweets retrieved by the patterns since, due to the semantic of the patterns, the tweets they retrieved were personal tweets.

Two annotators independently investigated the tweets obtained by both methods. Each annotator judged if the tweets were mentioning a MNA or not for precision. The recall was not estimated because MNA tweets are rare and estimating such frequency even from random samples is practically impossible. For the tweet mentioning an MNA, they looked for the reasons in the users’ timelines up to ten days before and after the MNA tweet. A third annotator resolved the disagreements.

3 Results

Table (1) details our results. Despite the limited number of drug names and the small size of our corpus, the drug names matching method retrieved 377 tweets including nine tweets mentioning an MNA. Six of the nine tweets were also describing the reason of the MNA in the tweet. The patterns matching method retrieved 27 tweets including nine MNA tweets. The 27 tweets are exclusive to the 377 tweets retrieved by the first method. The precision of the pattern matching is 9/27 which appears to be more precise compared to that of the drug name matching (9/377). Of these nine tweets retrieved by the pattern matching, one specifies a medication, two specifies a type of medication (e.g., pain medication), and the other six use a generalization (e.g., pills) or a pronoun to refer to a medication mentioned elsewhere in the users’ timelines. Due to the patterns searched, all of the tweets also mention the reasons, except for one tweet that is truncated and mentions the reason in the subsequent post. The other 18 tweets retrieved by the patterns either did not refer to a type of medication (e.g., birth control, prenatal vitamins) or used generalizations or pronouns to refer to medications for which we did not discover the referent.

4 Conclusion

Two semi-automatic processes successfully isolated 18 tweets in total from four millions of tweets where Twitter users explicitly report their MNA. Additionally, we found that users are also more likely to explain their failure to comply in the same MNA tweets or in the following tweets. These results showed the potential of Twitter for understanding patients’ behavior at a large scale and justify further research to extract and analyze automatically the MNA reasons. To increase the number of tweets retrieved, we will listen in real-time tweets from the stream of Twitter, searching for all drugs names using a Drug Name Recognizer and a manually expended set of patterns.
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Abstract

This paper describes our system for the first and third shared tasks of the third Social Media Mining for Health Applications (SMM4H) workshop, which aims to detect the tweets mentioning drug names and adverse drug reactions. In our system we propose a neural approach with hierarchical tweet representation and multi-head self-attention (HTR-MSA) for both tasks. Our system achieved the first place in both the first and third shared tasks of SMM4H with an F-score of 91.83\% and 52.20\% respectively.

1 Introduction

Social media services such as Twitter have become important platforms for information sharing and dissemination. Automatically detecting tweets which mentions drug names (DNs) and adverse drug reactions (ADRs) at a large scale is an interesting research topic and has many important applications such as pharmacovigilance (Sarker and Gonzalez, 2015; Han et al., 2017; Weissenbacher et al., 2018). However, tweets are very noisy and informal, and full of misspellings (e.g., “aspirn” for “aspirin”) and user-created abbreviations (e.g., “COC” for “Cocaine”). In addition, many DN and ADR mentions are context-dependent. For example, “I take Vitamin C after meals” is a tweet mentioning drug name, but the tweet “Vitamin C is good for health” is not. Thus, the detection of DN and ADR mentioning tweets is very challenging.

In order to facilitate the research on automatic detection of tweets mentioning DN and ADR, two related shared tasks were released by the third Social Media Mining for Health Applications (SMM4H) workshop\textsuperscript{1} (Weissenbacher et al., 2018). Task 1 aims to classify whether a tweet contains adverse drug reaction mention. We designed a neural approach with hierarchical tweet representation and multi-head self-attention (HTR-MSA) to participate in these two tasks. Our hierarchical tweet representation model first learns word representations from characters using convolutional neural network (CNN) and then learns tweet representations from words using a combination of Bi-directional long-short term memory (Bi-LSTM) network and CNN. In addition, we incorporated additional features to enhance the word representations, including pre-trained word embedding, part-of-speech (POS) tag embedding, sentiment features based on sentiment lexicons and lexicon features extracted from medical lexicons. Besides, we applied multi-head self-attention mechanism to our approach to enhance the contextual representations of words by capturing the interactions between all words in tweets. Our system achieved 91.83\% F-score in Task 1 and 52.20\% F-score in Task 3, and ranked 1st in both task. The codes of our system are publicly available\textsuperscript{2}.

2 Our Approach

The architecture of our HTR-MSA model is shown in Fig. 1. It contains three major modules, i.e., word representation, tweet representation and tweet classification.

2.1 Word Representation

In order to handle the massive misspellings and user-created abbreviations of drug names in tweets, we propose to learn word representations from characters. There are three sub-modules in the word representation module.

The first one is character embedding, which converts each word from a sequence of characters into a sequence of low-dimensional dense vectors.

\textsuperscript{1}https://healthlanguageprocessing.org/smm4h/

\textsuperscript{2}https://github.com/wuch15/SMM4H_THU_NGN
using a character embedding matrix. The second one is a character-level CNN network to learn contextual representations of characters. CNN is effective to capture local context information. Since many drug names contain specific character combinations (e.g., “benz” and “acid”), we apply CNN to learn contextual character representations by capturing the local information of neighbor characters. We use max-pooling operation to the feature maps generated by multiple filters in CNN to select the most significant features to build word representations based on characters.

The third one is feature concatenation, where the word representation learned from characters is concatenated with additional word features to build the final word representation vector. The first additional feature is word embeddings which are pre-trained on a large corpus and contain rich semantic information of words. According to previous studies (Sarker and Gonzalez, 2015), sentiment information and medical lexicons are very important for DN and ADR detection. Therefore, we incorporate words’ sentiment scores extracted from SentiWordNet 3.0 sentiment lexicon and their appearance in the SIDER 4.1 medical lexicon into their representation vectors. In addition, since DN and ADR mentions usually have specific POS tags (e.g., nouns), we also incorporate the embeddings of their POS tags. The final representation vector of a word is a concatenation of its character-based representation, word embedding, POS tag embedding, sentiment scores and lexicon appearance.

2.2 Tweet Representation

The tweet representation module aims to learn the representation vectors of tweets from their words. It also contains three sub-modules.

The first one is a Bi-LSTM network (Graves and Schmidhuber, 2005). Long-distance information is very important for the detection of tweets mentioning DN and ADR. For example, the tweet “I took amoxicillin last night, but I find I’m so tired today” contains an ADR mention “tired”, which has a long distance to the drug name “amoxicillin”. LSTM is an effective network to capture long-distance information. We use Bi-LSTM network in our approach. It can capture the context information from both directions and output the hidden states at each position. Denote the hidden states of words in a tweet as $H = [h_1, ..., h_M]$, where $M$ is sentence length.

The second sub-module is multi-head self-attention network. In most of existing attention mechanisms the attention weight of a word is computed only based on its hidden representation, and the relationships between different words in a text cannot be modeled. Usually, many DN and ADR mentions are context-dependent and the interactions between words are very important to detect the DN and ADR mentioning tweets. Self-attention is an effective way to capture the useful interactions between words in texts (Vaswani et al., 2017). In addition, a word may interact with multiple words. For example, in the tweet “I forgot to take aspirin and I’m in huge pain”, the interaction of “aspirin” with “forgot” and the interaction of “aspirin” with “pain” are both important for ADR mention detection. Thus, we propose to use multi-head self-attention mechanism (Vaswani et al., 2017) to learn better hidden representations of words by modelling their interactions with multiple words. In this layer, the representation vector $m_{i,j}$ of the $j$th word learned by the $i$th attention head is computed by a weighted summation of $H$ as follows:

\[
m_{i,j} = \sum_{m=1}^{M} a_{i,m} h_m
\]

where $a_{i,m}$ is the attention weight of the $m$th word, computed by a weighted summation of $H$ as follows:
\[
\hat{\alpha}_{j,k} = h_j^T U_i h_k, \\
\alpha_{j,k} = \exp(\hat{\alpha}_{j,k}) / \sum_{m=1}^{M} \hat{\alpha}_{j,m}, \\
m_{i,j} = W_i (\sum_{m=1}^{M} \hat{\alpha}_{j,m} h_m),
\]

where \( U_i \) and \( W_i \) are the parameters of the \( i_{th} \) self-attention head, and \( \alpha_{j,k} \) represents the relative importance of the interaction between the \( j_{th} \) and \( k_{th} \) words. In this way, the representation of each word is learned by utilizing the hidden representations of all words in the same text and modeling the interactions between this word with all other words. The multi-head representation \( m_j \) of the \( j_{th} \) word is the concatenation of the \( h \) different self-attention heads, i.e., \( m_j = [m_{1,j}; m_{2,j}; \ldots; m_{h,j}] \).

The third sub-module is a word-level CNN network with max-pooling operation. Since many drug names contain specific word combinations (e.g., salicylic acid and acetic acid), local contextual information between words is important for DN and ADR detection. We apply CNN to the sequence of hidden representations of words in each tweet, and the final representation vector of a tweet \( r \) is obtained from the results of max-pooling on the CNN feature maps.

### 2.3 Tweet Classification

The tweet classification module is used to classify whether a tweet mentions DN or ADR. It contains two dense layers with ReLU and softmax activation functions respectively. The predicted label \( \hat{y} \) of a tweet is computed as:

\[
r' = ReLU(U_1 r + b_1),
\]

\[
\hat{y} = \text{softmax}(U_2 r' + b_2),
\]

where \( U_1, U_2, b_1, b_2 \) are the parameters for DN and ADR mention classification. The loss function \( \mathcal{L} \) used for model training is cross-entropy:

\[
\mathcal{L} = -\sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{k=1}^{K} y_{i,k} \log(\hat{y}_{i,k}),
\]

where \( y_{i,k} \) and \( \hat{y}_{i,k} \) are gold label and predicted label for the \( i_{th} \) tweet in the \( k_{th} \) label category. \( N \) is the number of labeled tweets.

### 3 Experiments

#### 3.1 Datasets and Experimental Settings

The datasets provided by Task 1 and Task 3 in the shared tasks of the third SMM4H workshop (Weissenbacher et al., 2018) were used in our experiments. The first one is for detection of tweets mentioning DNs (denoted as DN). It contains 9,622 tweet IDs (4,975 positive and 4,647 negative samples) for training, and 5,382 tweet for test. The third one is for detection of tweets mentioning ADRs (denoted as ADR). It contains 25,598 tweet IDs (2,223 positive and 23,375 negative samples) for training, and 5,000 tweets for test. Since many tweets are not available now, we only crawled 9,065 and 16,694 tweets for training in DN and ADR respectively using these IDs.

In our experiments, we use the 400-dim pre-trained word embeddings released by Godin et al. (2015). The Bi-LSTM network has \( 2 \times 200 \) units. The CNN network has 400 filters with window size of 3. There are 16 heads in the multi-head self-attention network, and the output dimension of each head is 16. RMSProp is selected as the optimizer. Since the negative samples are dominant in the ADR dataset, we use the over-sampling strategy (Weiss et al., 2007) to balance the number of positive and negative samples. Besides, in order to further improve the performance of our approach, we incorporate the ensemble strategy by independently training our model for 10 times and using the average prediction results. The performance metric is F-score on positive samples.

#### 3.2 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our approach by comparing it with baseline methods, including: (1) SVM, support vector machine with word unigram features (Sarker and Gonzalez, 2015); (2) CNN, convolutional neural network (Huynh et al., 2016); (3) LSTM, Bi-LSTM network (Huynh et al., 2016); (4) CRNN, combining CNN and LSTM (Huynh et al., 2016); (5) RCNN, combining LSTM and CNN (Huynh et al., 2016); (6) HTR, our basic hierarchical tweet representation model without self-attention; (7) HTR-MSA, our hierarchical tweet representation model with multi-head self-attention; (8) HTR-MSA-ens, using an ensemble of our HTR-MSA models. For fair comparisons, we use the same additional word features with our approach in all baseline methods. We conducted 10-fold cross-validation on the labeled tweets and the results are summarized in Table 1. According to Table 1, our approach can outperform all the baseline methods. This may be because in our approach we learn word representations from not only the word embeddings but also the characters in words.
### Table 1: The performance of different methods in the DN and ADR detection task. *Results on the test set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>DN</th>
<th>ADR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>88.20</td>
<td>47.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>89.16</td>
<td>48.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>88.78</td>
<td>48.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRNN</td>
<td>89.10</td>
<td>48.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCNN</td>
<td>89.31</td>
<td>48.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTR</td>
<td>89.80</td>
<td>49.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTR-MSA</td>
<td>90.57</td>
<td>50.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTR-MSA-ens</td>
<td>91.85</td>
<td>52.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTR-MSA-ens*</td>
<td>91.83</td>
<td>52.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, our approach can be more robust to the massive misspellings of drug names in tweets and can mitigate the influence of out-of-vocabulary words. In addition, by comparing the results of HTR-MSA and HTR, we find that the multi-head self-attention network is helpful to improve the performance of our approach. This may be because the global context information is very important for detecting tweets mentioning DN and ADRs and the multi-head self-attention network can effectively capture the interactions between words within a tweet. Besides, ensemble strategy can further improve the performance of our approach. It indicates that a more robust system can be built for detecting tweets mentioning drug names and adverse drug reactions using the ensemble of multiple models independently trained using our approach.

### 3.3 Influence of Additional Word Features

In this section, we conducted experiments to explore the effectiveness of additional word features and the results are shown in Table 2. According to Table 2, each kind of additional word feature, such as word embedding, POS tag embedding, sentiment score and medial lexicon features, is effective to improve the performance of our approach. In addition, among these additional word features word embedding seems to be most useful. This is probably because that pre-trained word embeddings can provide rich semantic information of words, which is important for detecting tweets mentioning DN and ADRs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>DN</th>
<th>ADR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>90.57</td>
<td>50.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word embedding</td>
<td>86.45</td>
<td>46.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POS tag embedding</td>
<td>90.26</td>
<td>50.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentiment scores</td>
<td>90.33</td>
<td>50.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexicon feature</td>
<td>89.94</td>
<td>50.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Effectiveness of additional word features.

### 4 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce our system participating in the first and the third shared tasks in the 3rd SMM4H workshop. We propose a neural approach with hierarchical tweet representation and multi-head self-attention to detect tweets mentioning DN and ADRs. Our system achieved the first place in both tasks.
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Abstract

This paper describes the system that team UChicagoComplLx developed for the 2018 Social Media Mining for Health Applications (SMM4H) Shared Task. We use a variant of the Message-level Sentiment Analysis (MSA) model of (Baziotis et al., 2017), a word-level stacked bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network equipped with attention, to classify medication-related tweets in the four subtasks of the SMM4H Shared Task. Without any subtask-specific tuning, the model is able to achieve competitive results across all subtasks. We make the datasets, model weights, and code publicly available\footnote{https://github.com/orestxherija/smm4h2018}.

1 Introduction

The Shared Task of the 2018 Social Media Mining for Health Applications (SMM4H) workshop (Weissenbacher et al., 2018) proposed four subtasks in the domain of social media mining for health monitoring and surveillance. From a Natural Language Processing (NLP) viewpoint, these tasks present a considerable challenge since the nature of social media posts requires dealing with both a significant level of language variation and a widespread presence of noise (spelling mistakes, syntactic errors etc). Any classifier designed for this textual domain should take into account the above intricacies and should, furthermore, be able to deal with with semantic complexities in the various ways people express medication-related concepts and outcomes.

To address these challenges, we use a variant of the Message-level Sentiment Analysis (MSA) model of (Baziotis et al., 2017), originally developed for sentiment analysis of Twitter posts, to classify tweets in all four subtasks. The model is a word-level stacked bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM) with context-aware attention that uses word-embeddings pretrained by (Baziotis et al., 2017) on a corpus of \(\approx 330M\) tweets. Without additional hyperparameter tuning or subtask-specific modifications, the model outperforms the average of all submitted systems in subtasks 1 and 4 and achieves first place (by a F1-score margin of 0.234 from the next team) in subtask 2. In subtask 3 our model was placed 6th out of 9 systems.

In the following sections, we introduce the datasets, discuss preprocessing steps we took, present the model and its training setup, report results, and conclude with potential avenues for future research.

2 Datasets

In this section, we describe the datasets of each subtask. Subtasks 1, 3 and 4 are binary classification problems while subtask 2 is a three-class classification problem. The data was manually annotated by the organizers.

Subtask 1 is about the automatic detection of posts mentioning the name of a drug or dietary supplement, as defined by the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA). A tweet is assigned label 1 if it contains the name of one or more drugs or supplements and 0 otherwise. Subtask 2 poses the challenge of automatic classification of posts describing medication intake. A tweet is assigned label 1 if “the user clearly expresses a personal medication intake/consumption”, 2 if the tweet suggests (without certainty) that “the user may have taken the medication”, and 3 if the tweet mentions medication names but does not indicate personal intake. Subtask 3 concerns the automatic classification of posts mentioning an adverse drug reaction (ADR). A tweet is assigned label 1 if it men-
Table 1: Examples per split per task. CV indicates cross-validation, so no validation set was held out.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>training</td>
<td>7011</td>
<td>13791</td>
<td>21062</td>
<td>6956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>validation</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>1533</td>
<td>2341</td>
<td>CV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>evaluation</td>
<td>5382</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Model description

4.1 Model architecture

We use a variant of the Message-level Sentiment Analysis (MSA) model of (Baziotis et al., 2017). The model consists of two stacked BiLSTMs with a context-attention mechanism à la (Yang et al., 2016) that identifies the maximally informative words for each label. We describe subsequently the individual network layers.

The input is a tweet, regarded as a sequence of words, which is projected to a vector space of fixed size via the Embedding Layer. The weights of the embedding layer are initialized using pre-trained word embeddings that (Baziotis et al., 2017) trained on a Twitter corpus of approximately ≈ 330M tweets. We opt for these embeddings instead of the standard Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013a,b) ones since they have been trained on a similar textual domain to the tasks at hand.

A LSTM Layer placed on top of the embedding layer takes as input the embedding weights and produces a representation \( \{ h_i \}^T_{i=1} \) where, \( h_i \) is the hidden state of the LSTM at time-step \( i \), intuitively corresponding to a summary of all the information of the sentence (viewed as a sequence \( \{ w_i \}^T_{i=1} \) of words) up to \( w_i \). This constitutes a forward LSTM. Since we are using a bidirectional LSTM, we also have an LSTM that scans the sequence of words in the reverse direction. The final representation of a word is produced by concatenating the representations from the forward and backward LSTM:

\[
h_i = \overrightarrow{h_i} \| \overleftarrow{h_i}
\]

where \( \| \) denotes the concatenation operator. We opt for a stacked BiLSTM, and consequently we place an additional BiLSTM layer on top of the preceding layer. The motivation for this choice comes from the literature on the interpretation of hidden states of Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) (Belinkov et al., 2017; Belinkov, 2018) in which it has been claimed that deeper layers are able to learn more abstract semantic representations of sentences, thus achieving superior performance in downstream tasks.

To account for the fact that not all words contribute equally to the assignment of a label, we place an Attention Layer on top of the BiLSTMs following work like (Sutskever et al., 2014) who successfully used attention mechanisms for
sequence-to-sequence neural machine translation. We use context-attention, following (Yang et al., 2016). A context vector $u_k$ is initialized and is governed by the following update equations:

$$e_i = \tanh(W_i h_i + b_i)$$

$$a_i = \frac{\exp(e_i^T u_k)}{\sum_{j=1}^T \exp(e_j^T u_k)} \quad \sum_i a_i = 1$$

$$r = \sum_{i=1}^T a_i h_i \quad r \in \mathbb{R}^{2L}$$

where $W_i, b_i$ and $u_k$ are learned parameters, $h_i$ is the concatenation of the representations of the forward and backward LSTM, introduced in equation (1), and $L$ is the number of cells in one LSTM layer.

Finally, we feed the representation $r$ produced by the attention layer to a Dense Layer with sigmoid activation (softmax for subtask 2) and obtain a probability distribution over the classes. If the probability assigned to a tweet is greater than 0.5 we assign label 1, otherwise we assign 0.

4.2 Training setup

We train the model to minimize the negative log-likelihood loss using back-propagation with stochastic gradient descent and mini-batch size of 50. We use the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with gradient norm clipping (Pascanu et al., 2013) at 1. For subtasks 1, 2 and 3 we use a 90 – 10 train-validation split, while for subtask 4 we use 10-fold stratified cross-validation in consideration of the very small test set. Table [1] summarizes the information on train-validation splits.

4.3 Regularization

To make the model more robust to over-fitting, we employ, following (Baziotis et al., 2017), a number of regularization techniques. We add Gaussian noise at the embedding layer and use dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) to ignore the signal from a set of randomly selected neurons in the network. Dropout is also applied after each LSTM layer as well as to the recurrent connections of the LSTM (Gal and Ghahramani, 2016). $L_2$ regularization along with class weights are applied to the loss function to prevent overly large weights and to account for class imbalance. Class weights are computed as follows: assuming that $\bar{x}$ is the vector of class counts, the weights are defined as $w_i = \max(\bar{x})/x_i$ for any class $i$. Finally, early-stopping (Caruana et al., 2001) is employed to terminate training after the validation loss has stopped decreasing.

4.4 Hyperparameter tuning

We use the similar hyperparameters to (Baziotis et al., 2017). In particular, we use 150 as the size of the LSTM hidden states (300 in total since we are using a BiLSTM), the Gaussian noise parameter is set to $\sigma = 0.3$, dropout rate on top of the embedding layer is set to 0.3 and dropout rate on top of the LSTM layers is set to 0.5. Dropout at the recurrent connections is also set to 0.3. $L_2$ regularization at the loss function is set to 0.0001. Finally, we initialize the learning rate at 0.001. Departing from (Baziotis et al., 2017), we use word embeddings of dimension 100. Vocabulary size and maximum sequence length are set to 7000 and 50 respectively for all subtasks and the patience level for early-stopping is set to 0.001 in 5 epochs.

5 Experiments and results

5.1 Experimental setup

The model was developed using Keras\(^2\) with the Tensorflow (Abadi et al., 2016) backend. For data preparation and processing we use Scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011). Given the small size of the datasets, we do not use GPUs for training the model. A standard 8-core CPU is sufficient. Finally, for designing the network architecture, we use part of the code released by (Baziotis et al., 2017)\(^3\).

5.2 Results

For subtasks 1 and 4, the organizers chose to disclose to each team only their respective score along with the average score of all submitted systems. These results are summarized in Table [2]. Our system performed better than the average in both subtasks, considerably so in subtask 1.

For subtasks 2 and 3, the organizers released the complete leaderboards, presented in Tables [3] and [4] respectively. Our system greatly outperformed all other systems by a significant margin in subtask 2. In subtask 3, our system ranked 6th (out of 9 participants), potentially because the other teams developed specialized systems for the particular

\(^2\)https://keras.io/

\(^3\)https://github.com/cbaziotis/datastories-semeval2017-task4
Table 2: Results on the evaluation set for subtasks 1 and 4. Average score of all participating systems in parentheses. Metric is F1-score for class 1. For subtask 1, precision and recall for class 1 are also used for evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subtask-1</td>
<td>0.937</td>
<td>0.891</td>
<td>0.914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.890)</td>
<td>(0.872)</td>
<td>(0.880)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtask-4</td>
<td>0.791</td>
<td>0.923</td>
<td><strong>0.852</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.826)</td>
<td>(0.858)</td>
<td>(0.840)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Subtask 2 final leaderboard. Metric is micro-averaged F1-score for classes 1 and 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UChicagoCompLx</td>
<td><strong>0.654</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.783</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.713</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light</td>
<td>0.492</td>
<td>0.467</td>
<td>0.479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tub-Oslo</td>
<td>0.464</td>
<td>0.466</td>
<td>0.465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRISA_team</td>
<td>0.434</td>
<td>0.501</td>
<td>0.465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIT_KGP</td>
<td>0.408</td>
<td>0.407</td>
<td>0.408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UZH</td>
<td>0.371</td>
<td>0.437</td>
<td>0.401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLaC</td>
<td>0.402</td>
<td>0.366</td>
<td>0.383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Techno</td>
<td>0.327</td>
<td>0.432</td>
<td>0.372</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the future, we aim to investigate whether ensembles of word- and character-level attentive RNNs can perform even better. The benefits of ensembling for text classification can be seen in numerous NLP tasks ranging from Natural Language Inference (Gong et al., 2018, among many others) to product categorization (Skinner, 2018). Word-level models perform well in capturing aspects of the semantics (Belinkov et al., 2017) while character-level models succeed in capturing syntactic information about the text. Ensembles of these diverse types of models can potentially lead to improved performance.

A second avenue to pursue would be multi-task learning, an area of active research that has shown promising results in text classification (Liu et al., 2016, 2017, among others). Given that all subtasks are nearly identical in nature (all but one of them being binary classification problems) and share a highly overlapping lexicon, they provide an excellent ground for testing the merits of multi-task learning.
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Abstract

Vaccination behaviour detection deals with predicting whether or not a person received/was about to receive a vaccine. We present our submission for vaccination behaviour detection shared task at the SMM4H workshop. Our findings are based on three prevalent text classification approaches: rule-based, statistical and deep learning-based. Our final submissions are: (1) an ensemble of statistical classifiers with task-specific features derived using lexicons, language processing tools and word embeddings; and, (2) a LSTM classifier with pre-trained language models.

1 Introduction

Public opinion about vaccines is diverse. Most people support vaccination, but some of these people do not receive vaccination. On the other hand, people who are vaccinated may also have concerns regarding the safety or efficacy of vaccines. In other words, a person’s stance towards vaccines (referred to as ‘vaccine hesitancy’) is distinct from whether or not they received a vaccine shot (referred to as ‘vaccination behaviour’). While automatic detection of vaccine hesitancy has been explored in the past, computational approaches to detect vaccination behaviour have been limited. Towards this, our paper deals with vaccination behaviour detection (SMM4H shared task #4). Vaccination behaviour and vaccine hesitancy can together help to understand penetration of vaccination programmes and the trust that communities place in large-scale vaccination programmes (Holt et al., 2016).

Vaccination behaviour detection is the task of predicting whether or not a given piece of text refers to a person receiving or intending to receive a vaccine. For example, the tweet ‘I took the vaccine this morning, feeling great!’ is positive because the speaker reports having received the vaccine. On the contrary, ‘Vaccines drastically reduce risks of infection’ is negative because the tweet describes vaccines but does not report a vaccine being administered.

Past work in vaccination behaviour detection uses n-grams as features of a statistical classifier (Skeppstedt et al., 2017; Huang et al., 2017). However, alternatives to n-grams have shown promise in several Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks. Therefore, we compare three typical NLP approaches for vaccination behaviour detection: rule-based, statistical and deep learning techniques. Our submissions to the shared task use statistical and deep learning-based text classification. The systems are trained on a concatenation of the training and the validation set. The work reported in this paper ranked first among nine teams, as communicated by the shared task committee.

2 Approaches

In this section, we describe the three approaches that we employ for vaccination behaviour detection: Statistical, rule-based and deep learning-based.

2.1 Statistical Approach

Our statistical approach uses an ensemble of three classifiers: logistic regression, support vector machine with both using LIBLINEAR (Fan et al., 2008), and random forest using scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011). We use the following non-default parameters: (a) Positive misclassification cost is set to 3 in logistic regression; (b) 100 estimators in random forest. Majority voting is used to combine predictions from the classifiers, i.e., a tweet must be predicted as positive by at least two classifiers for it to be predicted as positive by the ensemble.

The random forest classifier uses unigrams as features. The features for logistic regression and
Table 1: Features of the statistical approach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N-grams</td>
<td>Unigrams and bigrams in the tweet</td>
<td>Boolean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Characters</td>
<td>@ and # which indicate user mentions and hashtags, ! and ?</td>
<td>Boolean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POS</td>
<td>Number of words of each POS tag</td>
<td>Count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negation</td>
<td>Presence of negation words</td>
<td>Count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word Similarity</td>
<td>Maximum value of similarity of words in the tweet and words indicating</td>
<td>Real</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>administration/reception of a vaccine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentence Vector</td>
<td>Average of word vectors of the words in the tweet</td>
<td>Real</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>Number of characters and words</td>
<td>Count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotion</td>
<td>Number of words of each emotion category</td>
<td>Count</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

support vector machine are summarised in Table 1. These features are:

1. **Uni/Bigrams**: Boolean;

2. **Special Characters**: A feature each indicating four special characters ?, #, @, !

3. **POS**: Count of each POS tag using NLTK POS tagger (Bird and Loper, 2004). This feature follows the intuition that presence of certain POS tags such as verbs may serve as signals;

4. **Negation**: Presence of a negation word. This is to serve as a negation feature where, although the act of receiving a vaccine is mentioned, the negation word changes the output class;

5. **Word Similarity**: For each word, we obtain similarity with ‘receive’, ‘get’ and ‘take’, and use the highest similarity as this feature. We use pre-trained embeddings from Mikolov et al. (2013). This is to allow presence of words related to the act of receiving to be used as a signal for prediction;

6. **Sentence Vector**: A sentence vector is computed as an average of word vectors using GloVe embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014);

7. **Length**: Number of characters and words;

8. **Emotion**: Word counts of each emotion category as given by SenticNet (Cambria et al., 2014).

The combination of classifiers, misclassification costs and features has been experimentally validated.

### 2.2 Rule-based Approach

Since vaccination behaviour detection may appear to be only about detecting administration of a vaccine, we implement a naïve method to detect vaccination behaviour. Our rule-based approach looks for words indicating ‘receive’ (without negation) to predict vaccination behaviour as follows:

1. If a tweet contains one among the words ‘give’, ‘take’, ‘taking’, ‘gave’, ‘giving’, ‘get’, ‘getting’, ‘took’, ‘receive’ or ‘received’ and no negation word, predict the tweet as positive.

2. Else, predict the tweet as negative.

### 2.3 Deep Learning-based Approach

We experiment with five typical deep learning-based models:

1. **Sentence Vector**: 200 dimensions; Logistic Regression. (SV)

2. **Dense Neural Network**: 64 dimensions, 1 inter. layer + 5 epochs (DNN)

3. **BiLSTM**: GloVe840B + 3 epochs + 50 lstm units + 0.25 dropout (BiLSTM)

4. **CNN**: GloVe840B + 5 epochs + 50 filters + 2 filter length + 0.75 dropout (CNN)

5. **LSTM-LM**: We pre-train a language model on the training dataset with a 3-layer LSTM. We then build a softmax layer on top of this pretrained LSTM, and fine-tune the neural network with supervision (Howard and Ruder, 2018).

All models are implemented using TensorFlow (Abadi et al., 2016). The parameters are experimentally determined.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>F-Score</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skeppstedt et al. (2017)</td>
<td>76.84</td>
<td>87.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huang et al. (2017)</td>
<td>77.64</td>
<td>87.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical</td>
<td>80.75</td>
<td>88.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rule-based</td>
<td>40.48</td>
<td>64.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV</td>
<td>77.87</td>
<td>87.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNN</td>
<td>78.74</td>
<td>87.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BiLSTM</td>
<td>78.30</td>
<td>87.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>78.40</td>
<td>87.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM-LM</td>
<td>80.87</td>
<td>88.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: 10-fold cross-validation results (%) on the training dataset.

### 3 Experimental Setup

The shared task provided three labeled datasets of tweets for evaluation: a training dataset (5751 tweets of which 1692 are positive), a validation dataset (1215 tweets of which 306 are positive) and a test dataset (161 tweets, labels undisclosed).

We re-implement two past works as baselines (Skeppstedt et al., 2017; Huang et al., 2017). The two baselines use n-grams as features of statistical classifier.

### 4 Results

We present our results in six parts. We first describe the performances on the training, validation and test sets. Then, to understand the components contributing to the performance, we perform additional evaluation: (a) impact of the size of the training set on the performance; (b) impact of data source from which language model is trained in case of the deep learning approach; and (b) impact of the features on the performance of the statistical approach. Finally, we present an analysis of errors made by our system.

#### 4.1 Performance on Training Set

The performance of our methods using 10-fold cross-validation is shown in Table 2. The performance of the re-implementation of baselines are comparable to the original papers. The low values in case of the rule-based approach highlight that vaccination behaviour detection is not a trivial task of detecting words that indicate administration of a vaccine. The best F-scores are achieved by the statistical approach (80.75%) and LSTM-LM (80.87%). This is an improvement of 3-4% over the baseline.

#### 4.2 Performance on Validation and Test Sets

The statistical approach achieves an average F-score of 81.56%, while LSTM-LM achieves 80.43% on the validation set. Similarly, the performance of our methods on the test dataset is in Table 3. We obtain a F-score of 86.06% with the statistical approach and 88.74% with the LSTM-LM on the test set of 161 instances.

#### 4.3 Impact of Size of the Training Set

To analyse the impact of the training set size on the resultant performance, we show the F-scores for the two best approaches for varying sizes of the training set in Table 4. ‘20%’ indicates that 20% of the training set was used to train the system while the validation set was used for evaluation. We observe that when training on a small size of labeled data, LSTM-LM performs much better than statistical model. This shows the benefit of transfer learning that it can utilize knowledge learned from unlabeled data to train a model with a small number of labeled instances.

#### 4.4 Impact of Language Model Source in LSTM-LM

A pre-trained language model represents knowledge learned from source data that is applied to a classifier. To understand if the domain of this source data has an impact on the performance of the resultant classifier, we compare how effective different domains are for vaccination behaviour detection. We compare three datasets in Table 6. The SMM4H dataset is the training dataset for the task while WikiText-103 (Merity et al., 2016)
4.5 Impact of Features in the Statistical Approach

To understand how the features contribute to the statistical approach, we conduct ablation tests. The degradation in F-score when each of the features is removed is in Table 5. The positive values in all fields validate the value of the proposed features. The highest degradation is observed in case of POS-based features.

4.6 Error Analysis

We analyse incorrectly predicted instances from the validation set. About 50% of errors have first or second person pronouns. Nearly 44% of false negatives have negative sentiment about flu shots because of actual or expected, unpleasant side-effects. The ratio of false negatives to false positives is 1.40. An analysis of 50 random false positives and 50 random false negatives are shown in Figures 1 and 2 respectively. The label ‘Unsure’ indicates that the error could not be assigned to any of the other categories. Some incorrectly classified instances for the different error sources are:

- Negative opinion but no claim whether they would take it, as in the case of ‘Getting a flu vaccine after reading this article is crazy!’.
- Mentions of taking a flu shot without expressing sentiment, such as ‘Flu shots for hubby and daughter... check.’.
- Took it or about to take it and expressed favourable opinion about shots, as in the case of the tweet ‘We’re headed to the @Brigham-Womens flu shot clinic! Getting vaccinated is good for you and your community.’.

5 Conclusions

We evaluate three text classification approaches for the task of vaccination behaviour detection. The rule-based approach considers simple presence of words, the statistical approach uses an ensemble of classifiers and task-specific features while the deep learning approaches employ five neural models. On comparing the three approaches, we observe that an ensemble of statistical classifiers using task-specific features and a deep learning model using pre-trained language model and LSTM classifier obtain comparable performance for vaccination behaviour detection. Our findings in the error analysis which show that vaccine hesitancy often conflicts with vaccination behaviour detection, will be helpful for future work.
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Abstract

In this paper, we describe the system submitted for the shared task on Social Media Mining for Health Applications by the team Light. Previous works demonstrate that LSTMs have achieved remarkable performance in natural language processing tasks. We deploy an ensemble of two LSTM models. The first one is a pretrained language model appended with a classifier and takes words as input, while the second one is an LSTM model with an attention unit over it which takes character tri-gram as input. We call the ensemble of these two models: Neural-DrugNet. Our system ranks 2nd in the second shared task: Automatic classification of posts describing medication intake.

1 Introduction

In recent years, there has been a rapid growth in the usage of social media. People post their day-to-day happenings on regular basis. Weissenbacher et al. (2018) propose four tasks for detecting drug names, classifying medication intake, classifying adverse drug reaction and detecting vaccination behavior from tweets. We participated in the Task2 and Task4.

The major contribution of the work can be summarized as a neural network based on ensemble of two LSTM models which we call Neural DrugNet. We discuss our model in section 2. Section 3 contains the details about the experiments and preprocessing. In Section 4, we discuss the results and propose future works.

2 Model

Detection of drug-intake depends highly on:

- Whether the sentence conveys an intake.
- Whether a drug is mentioned in the sentence.

Long Short-Term Memory networks (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) have been found efficient in tasks which need to learn structure of a sequential data. To learn a model which can value the first condition, we use LSTM based neural networks. Our first model is inspired from (Howard and Ruder, 2018), an LSTM model whose encoder is taken from a language model pre-trained on Wikipedia texts and fine-tuned on the tweets. After which a dense layer is used to classify into the different categories. And to also take into account the mentioning of a drug, which has not been there in the training data, we exploit the word structure of drug-names. Most of the drug-names have the same suffix. Example: melatonin, oxytocin and metformin have the suffix `-in`. We use a LSTM based model trained on the trigrams to learn that. Then, we take an ensemble of these two models. We give equal importance to both the models. That is, the prediction probability from Neural-DrugNet is the mean of the prediction probabilities from the two LSTM models. The predicted class is the one having the maximum prediction probability.

The training for the pre-trained language based LSTM model follows the guidelines given in the original paper (Howard and Ruder, 2018). They use discriminative fine-tuning, slanted triangular learning rates and gradual unfreezing of layers. For the character n-gram based LSTM model, as no fine-tuning is required, we train the model end-to-end.

3 Experiments

The data collection methods used to compile the dataset for the shared tasks are described in Weissenbacher et al. (2018).
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3.1 Preprocessing

Before feeding the tweets to Neural-DrugNet, we use the same preprocessing scheme discussed in Nikhil et al. (2018). Then for the character trigram based model, we add an special character ‘$’ as a delimiter for the word. That is, the character trigrams of ‘ram’ would be: ’$ra’, ‘ram’ ‘am$’.

3.2 Results

We experimented with different type of architectures for both the tasks. Although any classifier like random forest, decision trees or gradient boosting classifier can be used. But due to lack of time, we used only support vector machine with linear kernel as baseline (denoted as LinearSVC). During development phase, we mistakenly used only accuracy as the metric for task2. The given results are based on a train-validation split of 4:1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LinearSVC</td>
<td>0.675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM with attention (words as input)</td>
<td>0.703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D-CNN</td>
<td>0.651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bi-LSTM with attention (words as input)</td>
<td>0.714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bi-LSTM with attention (3-grams as input)</td>
<td>0.709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM with encoder from Language Model</td>
<td>0.754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Neural DrugNet</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.771</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Results on validation data for Task2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>F1-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LinearSVC</td>
<td>0.751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neural DrugNet</td>
<td>0.805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neural DrugNet with LM fine-tuned on data from task3 also</td>
<td>0.812</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Results on validation data for Task4

The final results on best performing variant on test data for both the tasks are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LinearSVC</td>
<td>0.520</td>
<td>0.491</td>
<td>0.505</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Results on test data for Task2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neural DrugNet</td>
<td>0.857</td>
<td>0.824</td>
<td>0.897</td>
<td>0.859</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Results on test data for Task4

4 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we present Neural-DrugNet for drug intake classification and detecting vaccination behavior. It is an ensemble of two LSTM models. The first one is a pretrained language model appended with a classifier and takes words as input, while the second one is a LSTM model with an attention unit over it which takes character tri-gram as input. It constantly outperforms the vanilla LSTM models and other baselines, which supports our claim that drug-intake classification and vaccination behavior detection rely on both the sentence structure and the character tri-gram based features. The performance reported in this paper could be further boosted by using a language model pretrained on tweets rather than the wikipedia texts. Furthermore, the ensemble module can be learned end-to-end by using a dense layer.
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Abstract

This paper describes the systems developed by IRISA to participate in the four tasks of the SMM4H 2018 challenge. For these tweet classification tasks, we adopt a common approach based on recurrent neural networks (BiLSTM). Our main contributions are the use of certain features, the use of Bagging in order to deal with unbalanced datasets, and on the automatic selection of difficult examples. These techniques allow us to reach 91.4, 46.5, 47.8, 85.0 as F1-scores for Tasks 1 to 4.

1 Introduction

IRISA has participated in the four tasks of the SMM4H challenge (Weissenbacher et al., 2018). Yet, we have focused on Task 2 and 3, which are the most challenging ones, in particular because they have unbalanced data. Moreover, for Task 2, the three classes have very fuzzy boundaries, which makes some tweets difficult to classify even for humans. Our main contribution is to rely on Bagging (Bootstrap Aggregating) in order to deal with this problem of unbalanced data.

2 Methods

2.1 RNN: BiLSTM

For the four tasks, we have developed classifiers based on recurrent neural networks which consists in one Bidirectional LSTM layer (Graves et al., 2013) and a dense layer with a softmax activation as hidden layer. The input layer takes a representation of a tweet which consists in the word embeddings of each token and, depending of the task, a one-hot vector for each token or a one-hot vector for some medical terms in the tweet. Metamap Lite (Demner-Fushman et al., 2017) is used to extract specific medical terms from the tweets. We restrict the number of semantic types according to the task: for Task 1, we have selected only terms related to drugs or substances; for Task 2, only to procedural terms; and for Task 3, we have selected both terms related to drugs and terms related to symptoms. For Task 1 and Task 2, we observe an improvement while using medical terms, whereas for Task 4 the use of metamap has no influence on the results. We use the word embeddings distributed by Grave et al. (2018). They have been trained with FastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017).

2.2 Bonzaiboost

During the development phase, we have used BONZAIBOOST, an implementation of the boosting algorithm adaboost.MH (Laurent et al., 2014) on decision trees. The results obtained are a bit lower than those of recurrent neural network methods. Yet, the experiments done with BONZAI-BOOST allowed us to extract the most discriminating words, to choose the better features for the RNN, and to select the difficult examples (see Section 2.4). For Task 1, the important words found are drug names, such as xanax. For Task 2, the useful words are verbs indicating the action of taking a drug, the results of its intake, or the fact that a drug is needed (e.g. took, need). For Task 3, the discriminating words include symptom names (e.g. dizzy, headache). Finally for Task 4, no relevant discriminating words have been found. These findings help us to determine the semantic types of the medical terms to be used in the feature set.

2.3 Bagging

Bagging (Breiman, 1996) is a technique that consists in combining the prediction of different learners, where each "learner" uses only a sample of the original training set. We learn several models, with, for each, a subset of the training dataset, different training parameters (number of epochs, number of hidden layers...) and different feature sets. To deal with unbalanced datasets in Tasks...
Table 1: Description of the submitted runs and results obtained on the training dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BiLSTM</td>
<td>Bagging</td>
<td>epochs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>x 3</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x 90.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>R2</td>
<td>x 3</td>
<td>x 90.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>x 3</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>88.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>R1</td>
<td>x 3</td>
<td>x 67.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>x 3</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>67.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>x 1 to 5</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>68.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>R1</td>
<td>x 3</td>
<td>x 50.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>x 3</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>52.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>x 1 to 7</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>46.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>R1</td>
<td>x 3</td>
<td>x 87.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>x 3</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>92.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>x 3</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>87.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Final results in terms of F1-score.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Run 1</th>
<th>Run 2</th>
<th>Run 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>91.1</td>
<td>91.4</td>
<td>90.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>43.6</td>
<td>45.5</td>
<td>46.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>43.9</td>
<td>46.2</td>
<td>47.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>84.4</td>
<td>85.0</td>
<td>82.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract

This paper describes our systems in social media mining for health applications (SMM4H) shared task. We participated in all four tracks of the shared task using linear models with a combination of character and word n-gram features. We did not use any external data or domain specific information. The resulting systems achieved above-average scores among other participating systems, with F₁-scores of 91.22, 46.8, 42.4, and 85.53 on tasks 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively.

1 Introduction

The increasing use of social media platforms worldwide offers an interesting application of natural language processing tools for monitoring public health and health-related events on the social media. The social media mining for health applications (SMM4H) shared task (Weissenbacher et al., 2018) hosts four tasks aiming to identify mentions of different aspects medication use on Twitter. Briefly, the tasks and their descriptions are:

Task 1: Automatic detection of posts mentioning drug names.
Task 2: Automatic classification of posts describing medication intake.
Task 3: Automatic classification of adverse drug reaction mentioning posts.
Task 4: Automatic detection of posts mentioning vaccination behavior.

All tasks, except Task 2 are binary classification tasks. Task 2 requires three-way classification, including an uncertain class indicating posts mentioning possible medication intake.

For all tasks, we used linear SVM classifiers with character and word bag-of-n-gram features. We also experimented with other methods, including deep learning methods with gated RNNs for building document representations. However, SVM models achieved best results on the development data. As a result, we only submitted results using linear SVMs, and we will only describe and discuss results of these model in this paper.

2 Methods and Experimental Procedure

We use the same general model for all tasks: linear SVM classifiers with character and word bag-of-n-gram features. Tokenization was done using a simple regular expression tokenizer that splits the text into consecutive alphanumeric and non-space, non-alphanumeric tokens. For each text to be classified, we extracted both character and word n-grams of order one up to a certain upper limit (specified below). All features are combined in a flat manner as a single text-feature matrix. We experimented with two feature weighting methods: tf-idf (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009, p.805) and BM25 (Robertson et al., 2009). The weighted features are then used for training an SVM classifier. We used one-vs-rest multi-class strategy when training the SVM classifier for task 2. All models were implemented in Python, using scikit-learn machine learning library (Pedregosa et al., 2011). The models are similar to the models we used in a few other text classification tasks (Çöltekin and Rama, 2018; Rama and Çöltekin, 2017; Çöltekin and Rama, 2017), where the models are explained in detail.

We tuned the models for each task separately, changing the maximum order of character and word n-gram features, case normalization, and SVM margin parameter ‘C’. The parameter ranges explored during tuning was 0–12 for maximum character n-gram order, 0–7 for maximum word n-gram order, and 0.1–2.0 with steps of 0.1 for ‘C’. We used 5-fold cross validation during tuning, using random search through the space of hy-
per parameters described above. Approximately 1000 random hyperparameter settings were tried for each model. The models with the best parameter settings were retrained using the complete training data for producing the final predictions.

The source of the texts for all tasks is Twitter. At the time we downloaded them, some tweets were not available, resulting in training set sizes of 9182, 15723, 16888, and 5759 for tasks 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively. Some of these numbers are substantially lower than that of intended number of training samples of 10,000, 17,000, 25,000, and 8180 respectively. For task 4, we also used an additional 1211 tweets, initially planned as the test set for this task. The test sets contained (approximately) 5000 tweets for tasks 1, 2 and 3, and a considerably smaller number (161) for task 4. All training sets showed some degree of class imbalance. The imbalance was particularly strong for tasks 3 and 4, where over 70% and 90% of the instances belonged to the negative class, respectively. Further information on the data sets can be found in Weissenbacher et al. (2018).

### 3 Results and Discussion

Table 1 presents $F_1$-scores of the models on each task. In general, we do not observe substantial differences between the term weighting schemes, but for some tasks the gap between training and development set scores is rather large. We do not know the system rankings at the time of writing, but only know that the results above are above the mean of the best-scores from all participating teams.

The systems we used for the shared task are simple, yet, effective classifiers with character and word n-gram features. The big discrepancies between the development and test set scores in task 2 and task 3 points either some differences between the distributions of the training and test sets, or it may also be due to large amount of missing tweets in our training set, indicating more data is likely to be particularly useful in these tasks. We also compared the effectiveness of two feature weighting systems, tf-idf and BM25, which did not show any substantial differences. Since our models were originally intended as baseline models, the scores presented in Table 1 were obtained without the use of any external data or source of information. Better results are likely by use of external information, such as appropriate dictionaries, term lists, or embeddings trained on large amounts of unlabeled data.
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Abstract
We describe our submissions to the Third Social Media Mining for Health Applications Shared Task. We participated in two tasks (tasks 1 and 3). For both tasks, we experimented with a traditional machine learning model (Naive Bayes Support Vector Machine (NBSVM)), deep learning models (Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), and Bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM)), and the combination of deep learning model with SVM. We observed that the NBSVM reaches superior performance on both tasks on our development split of the training data sets. Official result for task 1 based on the blind evaluation data shows that the predictions of the NBSVM achieved our team’s best F-score of 0.910 which is above the average score received by all submissions to the task. On task 3, the combination of of BiLSTM and SVM gives our best F-score for the positive class of 0.394.

1 Introduction
The emergence of social media platforms such as Twitter has led to the availability of huge amount of data for research purposes. Public health monitoring using this non-traditional mode of communication has received attention in recent times. The third edition of Social Media Mining for Health Applications (SMM4H) (Davy et al., 2018) shared task aims to facilitate pharmacovigilance research using social media data.

We participated in tasks 1 and 3. The purpose of task 1 is to identify tweets that contain drug name(s) while task 3 focuses on recognizing Twitter posts mentioning adverse drug reaction (ADR). Both tasks are binary classification tasks. The evaluation metrics for both tasks are the precision, recall, and F1 scores of the positive class.

In the following sections, we describe the data, our approach, results, and conclusion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Train set</th>
<th>Test set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>neg class</td>
<td>pos class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4356</td>
<td>4700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>15326</td>
<td>1351</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Number of Examples in the Train and Test Sets for Tasks 1 and 3

2 Data
The shared task organizers provided datasets consisting of tweet IDs and their corresponding label as well as a script to download the text of the tweets. Using the IDs, textual data was gathered from Twitter. For task 1, the tweets were annotated for the presence of at least one mention of drug name. The presence of ADR mention was equally annotated for task 3. We downloaded a total of 9056 tweets out of 9625 expected tweets as training data for task 1. Also, 16677 tweets were retrieved out of 25630 expected tweets for task3. Table 1 shows the number of examples per label in the training data for task 1 and task 3. For task 1, the number of examples per class is almost equal. For task 3, the number of examples per label are highly imbalanced with almost 92% of the examples belonging to the negative class (non-ADR) and approximately 8% of the training data are of the positive class (ADR). The blind test set consists of 5382 tweets and 5000 tweets for task 1 and task 3 respectively. We cleaned the datasets by removing special and repeated characters, numbers, URL, and hashtags. To handle mispellings, we ran a spell checker.

3 Method
Our approach to both tasks 1 and 3 is very similar. We experimented with NBSVM, deep learning models, and the combination of a deep learning model as feature extractor and SVM as classifier.
Table 2: F1 Score of the Positive Class on our Development Split of the Training set using NBSVM and Deep Learning Models (For the deep learning models, the scores are the average of three runs and the values in parenthesis are for the corresponding character level model)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>NBSVM</th>
<th>CNN</th>
<th>LSTM</th>
<th>BiLSTM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.909</td>
<td>0.877 (0.888)</td>
<td>0.848 (0.781)</td>
<td>0.876 (0.798)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.624</td>
<td>0.619 (0.549)</td>
<td>0.591 (0.391)</td>
<td>0.622 (0.321)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NBSVM is a strong baseline (Wang and Manning, 2012). The choice of the deep learning model to use as feature extractor was informed by the average performance across three runs on our development split. The train-development split used for task 1 is 90% for training and 10% for development. For task 3, the development split was generated after random undersampling of the majority class. We maintained class imbalance in the ratio 1:3 of the minority class to the majority class. As shown in Table 2, the best performing deep learning model for task 1 was CNN and BiLSTM for task 3.

In our experiments, the NBSVM model uses the log-count ratios over character n-grams ranging from 1 to 5 characters as features. In the deep learning models, we employed the pre-trained fastText word embedding \(^1\). The SVM model was trained using the RBF kernel.

For the deep learning models, we used the binary cross entropy loss function as our objective function. To optimize the loss function through backpropagation, we used ADAM optimizer with learning rate of 0.001. We ran the models for 100 epochs with earlystopping and dropout layers with probability of 0.2 in order to avoid overfitting.

4 Results

Table 3 shows the performance of our systems on the task 1 evaluation data. The NBSVM model achieved our best recall (0.899) and F1 (0.910) scores. These scores are above average. The average precision, recall, and F1 scores are 0.8904, 0.872, and 0.880 respectively. The CNN model was marginally higher than the NBSVM by 0.002 on the precision score. For task 3, Table 4 shows that our BiLSTM+SVM model is our best submission reaching our best score on precision (0.314) and F1 (0.394) scores for the ADR class. The NBSVM model achieves a better recall on the ADR class, 0.795. The difference in recall scores suggests that an ensemble of classifiers might lead to a better F1 score.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we describe our participation in tasks 1 and 3 of the SMM4H shared tasks. We developed three classifiers for both tasks using NBSVM, deep learning models (CNN, LSTM, and BiLSTM), and the combination of a deep learning model and SVM. For task 1, we achieved our best submission using the NBSVM. The BiLSTM+SVM model achieved our best F1 score for the ADR class on task 3 while the NBSVM model scores better in terms of recall.

As future direction, we would like to investigate the use of informed sampling techniques in handling class imbalance. Also, we will explore the enrichment of the training data with semantic and conceptual domain knowledge that could provide relevant priors for the classifiers.
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Abstract

Our team at the University of Zürich participated in the first 3 of the 4 sub-tasks at the Social Media Mining for Health Applications (SMM4H) shared task. We experimented with different approaches for text classification, namely traditional feature-based classifiers (Logistic Regression and Support Vector Machines), shallow neural networks, RCNNs, and CNNs. This system description paper provides details regarding the different system architectures and the achieved results.

1 Introduction

The 2018 edition of the Social Media Mining for Health Applications (SMM4H) challenge (Weissembercher et al., 2018) consists of 4 tasks, all of which can be framed as document classification problems: automatic detection of posts mentioning a drug name (task 1), automatic classification of posts describing medication intake (task 2), automatic classification of posts mentioning adverse drug reaction (task 3) and vaccination behavior, respectively (task 4). Our team participated in the first three of them.

While tasks 1 (drug name detection) and 3 (adverse drug reaction mentioning detection; ADR) consisted in binary text classification, task 2 (medication intake classification) included three classes: personal medication intake, possible medication intake and non-intake.

2 Data Description and Pre-processing

For each task, participants were provided with a dataset. The tweets were provided by ID, and had to be downloaded individually from Twitter. Because of that, not all tweets in the datasets were available anymore at the time of our participation. The number of tweets that we had at our disposal are shown in Table 1.

We tokenized the tweets using SpaCy (Honnibal and Montani, 2017) and applied a number of pre-processing steps before further processing the tweets. These include the following:

- We found that URLs are frequently merged with the preceding token. Therefore, we split before URLs (i.e. before “http”).
- We split URLs into their components (i.e. parts of each URL are treated as separate tokens).
- We split at the following punctuation symbols: -/.
- We replaced numbers and usernames by placeholder tokens.

Following these pre-processing steps, we used SpaCy for lemmatization and part-of-speech tagging.

Table 1: Overview of available tweets for each task, split by us into a training and a small development set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Labels</th>
<th>Tweets</th>
<th>Train</th>
<th>Develop.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4462</td>
<td>4357</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4776</td>
<td>4657</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>9238</td>
<td>9014</td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3198</td>
<td>3129</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5162</td>
<td>5058</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7155</td>
<td>7028</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>15515</td>
<td>15215</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15416</td>
<td>15148</td>
<td>268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1359</td>
<td>1327</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>16775</td>
<td>16475</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Results of feature based systems on the development set. For task 2, results are micro-averaged over the two positive labels only. For task 3, they are micro-averaged over the positive label only.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Task 1</th>
<th>Task 2</th>
<th>Task 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logreg:</td>
<td>0.861</td>
<td>0.861</td>
<td>0.861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP:</td>
<td>0.861</td>
<td>0.861</td>
<td>0.861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lin SVM:</td>
<td>0.534</td>
<td>0.534</td>
<td>0.534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shallow NN:</td>
<td>0.577</td>
<td>0.381</td>
<td>0.459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCNN:</td>
<td>0.916</td>
<td>0.924</td>
<td>0.920</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 System Descriptions

The following sections give an overview of the system architectures with which we experimented. The results obtained on our development set by a selection of configurations (as described below) are shown in Table 2.

3.1 Feature-based systems

The feature-based classifiers include the following features:

- bag-of-lemmas (unigrams and bigrams)
- averaged pre-trained word embeddings (Sarker and Gonzalez, 2017)
- a binary feature providing information if the tweet contains any token found in a terminology list described later in this section
- a set of features recording all exact matches from that list as observed in the training data. This allows the classifier to assign a weight depending on the number of positive or negative tweets in which these terms are observed.

We experimented with Naive Bayes, linear SVMs, Logistic Regression and Multilayer Perceptron classifiers. However, since Naive Bayes consistently gave us the worst performance on the development set, we excluded it. Our Multilayer Perceptron has two hidden layers using tanh activation with 100 and 50 units, respectively, and applies an Adam optimizer with an adaptive learning rate.

To improve on our results, we employ two term lists; one with terms derived from an external resource, and one with terms extracted from the task data. Firstly, we use a manually curated list of drug names, derived from RX Norm (Nelson et al., 2011), which we had originally created for a different project. RX Norm is a normalized list of all clinical drugs available in the US, indexing them by commercial name and compounds. We compared this list with a list of the 10000 most common English words in order to determine the amount of ambiguity and found only a negligible overlap. This means that both chemical compounds and brand names are very specific in most cases and therefore only show a very small amount of ambiguity.

However, to better account for the fact that social media data is noisy, and users misspell and abbreviate drug names or use different names not contained in the vocabulary, we constructed a second list: We gathered tokens from positive tweets in the training data which do not contain any drug names from the list above. From this set, only tokens that do not occur in the 20000 most frequent natural language words as computed on Google Books Ngram Corpus were kept, and evaluated manually if they refer to a drug. This method revealed common misspellings such as adderal (instead of adderall) or codrol (instead of codral), but also lead to the identification of several word categories that can be positive predictors for drug usage, such as diseases and symptoms. Table 3 lists the categories of the terms extracted in this fashion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>drug names</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chemical compounds</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>class of drugs (such as analgesics)</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>misspellings</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symptoms</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>related term (such as addictive)</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hashtag (such as #advilsinuscrowd)</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abbreviations (such as alka)</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pharmaceutical company</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>others (plants, medical devices etc)</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>505</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Categories of terms derived from tweets.
3.2 Shallow Neural Network with Tunable Embeddings

This is a simple system based on end-to-end learning within a shallow neural network. The first layer consists of tunable pre-trained embeddings followed by average pooling and a dense layer with sigmoid activation to reach a final classification decision. The embedding layer uses the fasttext embeddings trained on the English version of Wikipedia (Bojanowski et al., 2016), which, during training, we fine-tune to the task. We use cross-entropy as loss function and Adam for optimization. Furthermore, we apply early stopping using a small portion of the training set.

3.3 Recurrent Convolutional Neural Network (RCNN)

For task 1, we additionally apply a combination of a recurrent neural network and a convolutional neural network. The recurrent convolutional neural network (RCNN) (Lai et al., 2015) uses recurrent structures which enables it to capture the context information of each word while simultaneously producing minimal noise. Additionally, it uses a max-pooling layer to capture the relevance of every word in the text. Our recurrent structure is a two layer stacked bidirectional network with gated recurrent unit (GRU) (Cho et al., 2014) cells. The final hidden states of the recurrent structure are the input to the 1D-max-pooling layer. The model is based on Prakash Pandey’s implementation of Text Classification in PyTorch. We experimented with a character-based and a word-based version, which are described in the following.

The words of the lemmatized version of the tweets serve as input for the word-based RCNN. We have experimented with various word embeddings in combination with and without a lemmatized input. We used embeddings that were trained on a lemmatized corpus of tweets as well as embeddings that were trained on a non-lemmatized corpus of tweets. In the final version we used embeddings trained on a non-lemmatized corpus for processing the lemmatized version of corpus. Even if it might seems methodologically incorrect, it this was relatively simple to do, and it was empirically found to produce the best results on our development corpus. Our model has 256 hidden states for each direction of the bidirectional recurrent network. We use Adam with a learning rate of 0.00008 for the optimization and softmax cross entropy to compute the loss. We utilize L2 regularization with a rate of 0.005 and to prevent overfitting, we employ a dropout with a rate of 0.8. The whole system learns for 45 epochs with a batch size of 256. We apply domain-specific, pretrained word embeddings (Sarker and Gonzalez, 2017) that are trained on 1 billion tweets from drug-related conversations on Twitter. In addition, we append one dimension to the word embeddings to determine whether a word is listed in the list of RX Norm drug names mentioned before. If a word is included in the list, we insert the value 5 and if it is not included we insert the value -1. In the case of drug names for which no pre-trained embedding is available, we generate a generic embedding vector by averaging the vectors of all RX terms for which an embedding can be found.

We also experimented with a character-based RCNN (using 1-grams and 3-grams) as another approach to the detection of drug name mentioning tweets. However, we did not use this system in the final submission since its performance was consistently worse than that of the word-based model. We considered a combination of the two approaches, however we could not implement it due to lack of time. As input we use the lemmatized version of the tweets converted to the specific character N-gram. Each N-gram corresponds to a unit that is fed into the RNN in the form of its embedding. The same hyperparameters as in the word-based RCNN are used in the character-based RCNN, except that we apply a learning rate of 0.0001, an L2 regularization with a rate of 0.001 and train the system only for 40 epochs. To test the model we have divided the given training set into a validation, test and training set. With the test set, which contains 1000 samples, we achieve an precision of 0.8879, a recall of 0.8840 and an F1 score of 0.8860.

After the challenge, we performed a small error analysis on the results obtained by the word-based RCNN over the 244 tweets in the development set. We found that 19 tweets were misclassified, 10 tweets were mistakenly classified as drug name mentioning, but six of them contain words like 'vitamin', 'maca' and 'pills'. The distinction made by the dataset between the fine nuances of some substances as endogenous rather than as a supplement seems to be a problem for the system. Nine

---

1The partition of the data used within this set-up is different from the partitions reported in table 1
tweets were falsely identified as drug-free tweets, one of these contains a misspelled drug name and another one contains incorrectly tokenized words (e.g. aspirin!). Another two tweets contained the word “weed” in the medical context and the word “cannabinoid”, which may have been classified as drug names rather than medication names. For the remaining tweets, there is no specific property that would lead to a misclassification.

For comparison, we briefly report on results obtained using a simple biLSTM (bidirectional long short term memory) model as a baseline. The biLSTM model has 128 hidden states for each direction of the bidirectional recurrent network. Adam is used for the optimization with a learning rate of 0.0001. As loss function we use softmax cross entropy. We apply L2 regularization with a rate of 0.005 and a dropout with a rate of 0.5 to achieve a greater generalization. We run the model for 30 epochs with a batch size of 128. On the development set with 1000 tweets the baseline biLSTM achieves an F1 score of 0.881, while the previously described final version of the RCNN achieves an F1 score of 0.92.

### 3.4 Ensemble of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)

For task 3 we created a tiered ensemble of convolutional neural networks (CNNs). To create the first ensemble, we downsampled the majority class by splitting it up into 5 equally sized training sets. The minority class data remained unsampled and was paired with each of those majority class splits, giving 5 data sets of a 1:2 minority-majority ratio. A CNN was trained on each of these samples for 20 epochs. Input features are the pre-trained word embeddings by Sarker and Gonzalez (2017). The decisions of each CNN for each sample are fed into a simple voting classifier. Twenty of these ensembles were created, and their predictions are fed into a simple majority vote classifier, forming the final set of predictions. This system is based on the general architecture used by (Friedrichs et al., 2018) whereas the individual CNNs is based on (Kim, 2014). Despite promising results on our development set (F: 48.3), this setting performed poorly in the official evaluation (Run 3 of task 3), probably due to a configuration error.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F-Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Task 1</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>run 1</td>
<td>0.908</td>
<td>0.834</td>
<td>0.870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>run 2</td>
<td>0.927</td>
<td>0.878</td>
<td>0.902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>run 3</td>
<td>0.908</td>
<td>0.856</td>
<td>0.878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean</strong></td>
<td>0.890</td>
<td>0.872</td>
<td>0.880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Task 2</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>run 1</td>
<td>0.515</td>
<td>0.434</td>
<td>0.464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>run 2</td>
<td>0.371</td>
<td>0.437</td>
<td>0.401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>run 3</td>
<td>0.431</td>
<td>0.368</td>
<td>0.397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Best</strong></td>
<td>0.654</td>
<td>0.783</td>
<td>0.713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Task 3</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>run 1</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>0.935</td>
<td>0.232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>run 2</td>
<td>0.455</td>
<td>0.436</td>
<td>0.445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>run 3</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>0.935</td>
<td>0.232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Best</strong></td>
<td>0.442</td>
<td>0.636</td>
<td>0.522</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Official scores for our submissions, compared with scores obtained by other participating systems.

### 4 Results

Our official results are summarized in Table 4, compared with other official results as currently available to us (score means for task 1, scores of the system with best F-score for task 2 and 3). Below a brief description of our submitted runs.

For **task 1**, Run 1 was based on the best performing among the models described in section 3.1 (logistic regression). Run 2 was based on the word-based RCNN model described in 3.3. Run 3 was based on a rather crude attempt to improve the scores of a previous run based on a manually curated version of the drug list described in section 3.1, flipping a negative into a positive if the presence of one of terms in the list was detected. The idea was that such a presence should be considered as a highly reliable indicator that the tweet is positive. Experiments on the training corpus had shown generally an increase in recall with a minimal loss in precision. This was confirmed in the official results, where the correction described above was applied to the results of Run 1. However, after the competition we asked the organizers to score another run generated by applying the same “corrector” to Run 2, but in this case the results improved only slightly (P: 0.890, R: 0.872, F:0.880).

For **task 2**, Run 1 was based on the best performing among the models described in section 3.1 (linear SVM), Run 2 with the second best model (Multilayer Perceptron), Run 3 with the Shallow Neural Network model described in section 3.2.

For **task 3**, Run 1 was generated with the Lo-
gistic Regression model, Run 2 with the Shallow Neural Network model, Run 3 with the complex CNN ensemble approach described in section 3.4. However, we suspect a bug in the latter approach since the results were worse than anticipated.

5 Conclusion

In this system description paper we provide details and results for the different approaches with which we experimented for our participation in 3 sub-tasks of the SMM4H shared task. Our interest in this shared task stems from the fact that we are involved in a recently started research project where we will process social media data, including tweets in a related domain. Therefore we plan to continue our experiments with the datasets provided and report new results at the final workshop.
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Abstract

This paper describes the systems developed for 1st and 2nd tasks of the 3rd Social Media Mining for Health Applications Shared Task at EMNLP 2018. The first task focuses on automatic detection of posts mentioning a drug name or dietary supplement, a binary classification. The second task is about distinguishing the tweets that present personal medication intake, possible medication intake and non-intake. We performed extensive experiments with various classifiers like Logistic Regression, Random Forest, SVMs, Gradient Boosted Decision Trees (GBDT) and deep learning architectures such as Long Short-Term Memory Networks (LSTMs), jointed Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) and LSTM architecture, and attention based LSTM architecture both at word and character level. We have also explored using various pre-trained embeddings like Global Vectors for Word Representation (GloVe), Word2Vec and task-specific embeddings learned using CNN-LSTMs and LSTMs.

1 Introduction

The tasks (Davy Weissenbacher, 2018) involve NLP challenges on social media mining for health monitoring and surveillance and in particular pharmaco-vigilance. This requires processing noisy, real-world, and substantially creative language expressions from social media. The proposed systems should be able to deal with many linguistic variations and semantic complexities in various ways people express medication-related concepts and outcomes. The tasks present several interesting challenges including the noisy nature of the data, the informal language of the user posts, misspellings, and data imbalance.

Deep learning has the potential to improve analysis of social media text because of its ability to learn patterns from unlabelled data (Arel et al., 2010). This property has enabled deep learning to produce breakthroughs in the domain of image, text and speech recognition. Moreover, deep learning has the ability to generalize learnt patterns beyond data similar to the training data, which can be advantageous while dealing with social media text. Despite the breakthroughs brought by deep learning, improvements are still to be made to further optimise it and improve its performance (LeCun et al., 2015). This paper proposes to explore how the emerging advantages of deep learning can be expanded upon to address the pertinent challenges for social media text analysis.

For Task 1, tweets are required to be distinguished those that mention any drug names or dietary supplement. For Task 2, the data-set contains tweets mentioning a drug and the objective is to classify the tweet into three classes. The class descriptions are as follows: personal medication intake tweets in which the user clearly expresses a personal medication intake/consumption; possible medication intake tweets that are ambiguous but suggest that the user may have taken the medication; non-intake tweets that mention medication names but do not indicate personal intake.

2 Method

This section describes the deep learning architectures we used for the tasks, described as follows: 1) CNN-LSTM 2) LSTM with attention mechanism. The subsections give a brief description of both of the approaches.

2.1 CNN-LSTM

With the development of deep learning, typical deep learning models such as CNNs and recurrent neural networks (RNNs) have achieved remarkable results in computer vision and speech recognition. Word embeddings, CNNs (Kim, 2014) and RNNs (Graves, 2012) have been applied to text classification and got good results. CNN and RNN are two mainstream architectures for such model-
ing tasks, which adopt totally different ways of understanding natural languages. In this system, we combine the strengths of both architectures and use a novel and unified model called CNN-LSTM (Zhou et al., 2015) for sentence classification. CNN-LSTM utilizes CNN to extract a sequence of higher-level phrase representations, and are fed into an LSTM to obtain the sentence representation. We take the word embeddings as the input of our CNN model in which windows of different length and various weight matrices are applied to generate a number of feature maps. After convolution and pooling operations, the encoded feature maps are taken as the input to the LSTM model. The long-term dependencies learned by LSTM can be viewed as the sentence-level representation. The sentence-level representation is fed to the fully connected network and the softmax output reveals the classification result. The deep learning algorithm we put forward to use for these tasks differs from the existing methods in that our model takes advantage of the encoded local features extracted from the CNN model and the long-term dependencies captured by the LSTM model.

### 2.2 LSTM with attention mechanism

A limitation of the usual LSTM architecture is that it encodes the input sequence to a fixed length internal representation. This imposes limits on the length of input sequences that can be reasonably learned. A recently proposed method for easier modeling of long-term dependencies is attention. Attention mechanisms allow for a more direct dependence between the state of the model at different points in time. Attention-based RNNs have proven effective in a variety of sequence transduction tasks, including machine translation (Bahdanau et al., 2014), image captioning (Xu et al., 2015), and speech recognition (Chan et al., 2016). This is achieved by keeping the intermediate outputs from the LSTM from each step of the input sequence and training the model to learn to pay selective attention to these inputs and relate them to items in the output sequence.

### 3 Experiment

This section details how the proposed approach is applied to Task 1 and Task 2 data sets. Task 1 is a binary classification problem and task 2 is a multi-class classification problem. The dataset statistics are given in Table 1 and Table 2. The dataset for each task includes training data and test data.

As baselines, we experimented with several classifiers like Logistic Regression, Random Forest, SVMs, Gradient Boosted Decision Trees (GBDT). We have used TF-IDF to extract the feature values. We then used the CNN-LSTM and attention based LSTM networks and are trained (fine-tuned) using labeled data with backpropagation. We have also experimented with CNN-LSTM and attention based LSTM networks by using pre-trained embeddings such as GloVe and Word2vec for word level and we have also experimented them at character level. These networks also learn task-specific word embeddings. Therefore, for each of the networks, we also experimented by using these embeddings as features and trained various classifiers like Logistic Regression, Random Forest, SVMs, GBDT.

### 4 Results

We have submitted the top 3 systems for each task on validation data. Table 3 and 4 describes the precision, recall and F1-score on the validation data and test data for Task 1 respectively. We have selected top 3 based on cumulative score of recall, precision and F1-score. On test data character level LSTM-CNN gave the good precision and F1-score whereas word level LSTM with attention embeddings trained on Naive bayes classifier gave the good recall. Table 5 and 6 describes the precision, recall and F1-score on the validation data and test data for the Task 2. On test data character level LSTM-CNN gave highest micro-averaged precision, recall and F1-score.

### 5 Conclusion

In this paper we described briefly our two systems CNN-LSTM and LSTM with attention. We have experimented both at character level and at word level. We have also explored using different pre-trained embeddings like Word2Vec, GloVe and also with embeddings learned from deep neural network models combined with several classifiers.

### References

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Presence of drug</th>
<th>Absence of drug</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Train</td>
<td>3834</td>
<td>3572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>959</td>
<td>893</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Task 1 Data Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>personal medication intake</th>
<th>possible medication intake</th>
<th>non-intake</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Train</td>
<td>2460</td>
<td>3932</td>
<td>5426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>615</td>
<td>984</td>
<td>1357</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Task 2 Data Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LSTM-CNN with GloVe (word level)</td>
<td>0.8537</td>
<td>0.8537</td>
<td>0.8537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTMattention with GloVe and Naive Bayes classifier (word level)</td>
<td>0.8718</td>
<td>0.8718</td>
<td>0.8718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM-CNN (character level)</td>
<td>0.8864</td>
<td>0.8864</td>
<td>0.8864</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Validation Data Results for Task 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LSTM-CNN with GloVe (word level)</td>
<td>0.8963</td>
<td>0.82433</td>
<td>0.85881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTMattention with GloVe and Naive Bayes classifier (word level)</td>
<td>0.86264</td>
<td>0.87202</td>
<td>0.86731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM-CNN (character level)</td>
<td>0.91833</td>
<td>0.83976</td>
<td>0.87229</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Test Data Results for Task 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Micro-averaged Precision</th>
<th>Micro-averaged Recall</th>
<th>Micro-averaged F Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LSTM-CNN with GloVe and GBDT (word level)</td>
<td>0.683</td>
<td>0.683</td>
<td>0.683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM attention with Word2Vec (word level)</td>
<td>0.706</td>
<td>0.694</td>
<td>0.694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM-CNN (character level)</td>
<td>0.715</td>
<td>0.715</td>
<td>0.715</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Validation Data Results for Task 2


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Micro-averaged Precision</th>
<th>Micro-averaged Recall</th>
<th>Micro-averaged F Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LSTM-CNN with GloVe and GBDT (word level)</td>
<td>0.350</td>
<td>0.365</td>
<td>0.358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM attention with Word2Vec) (word level)</td>
<td>0.409</td>
<td>0.363</td>
<td>0.385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM-CNN (character level)</td>
<td>0.408</td>
<td>0.407</td>
<td>0.408</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Test Data Results for Task 2
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Abstract
This paper describes the participation of the LILU team in SMM4H challenge on social media mining for health related events description such as drug intakes or vaccinations.

1 The Tasks and the Data
The challenge included four tasks (Weissenbacher, 2018); we participated in Task 1: Automatic detection of posts mentioning a drug name — binary classification; and Task 4: Automatic detection of posts mentioning vaccination behavior — binary classification.

The data included medication-related posts on Twitter. The training data was available on the challenge site1. For the Task 1 the organizers provided 9624 annotated tweets’ id numbers; 9130 tweets we downloaded using this data. The data was comparatively balanced: 4730 tweets that mention drug names and 4400 tweets that do not mention any drug or dietary supplement. The evaluation set consisted of 5384 tweets.

For the Task 4 8180 annotated tweets’ id numbers were provided. Only 6941 tweets we downloaded and the data was less balanced: 1979 tweets that mention influenza vaccination behavior and 4962 tweets that do not. The evaluation was performed on 161 tweets.

2 Method
We explored the PPM (Prediction by Partial Matching) model for automatic analysis of tweets. Prediction by partial matching (PPM) is an adaptive finite-context method for text compression that is a back-off smoothing technique for finite-order Markov models (Bratko et al., 2006). PPM produces a statistical language model which can be used in a probabilistic text classifier. Treating a text as a string of characters, a character-based PPM deals with different types of documents in a uniform way. PPM is based on conditional probabilities of the upcoming symbol given several previous symbols. A blending strategy for combining context predictions is to assign a weight to each context model, and then calculate the weighted sum of the probabilities:

\[ P_{PPM}(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \lambda_i \cdot p_i(x), \]

where \( P_{PPM}(x) \) is the probability of the current character calculated using PPM method; \( p_i(x) \) are conditional probabilities of this character on the base of the context of length \( i \); \( \lambda_i \) are weights assigned to each conditional probability \( p_i(x) \).

PPM is a special case of the general blending strategy. The PPM models use an escape mechanism to combine the predictions of all character contexts of length up to \( m \), where \( m \) is the maximal length of the context; more details can be found in (Bobicev, 2007). The maximal length of a context equal to 5 in PPM model was proven to be optimal for text compression (Teahan, 1998) thus we used maximal length of a context equal to 5.

For example, the probability of character ‘m’ in context of the word ‘algorithm’ is calculated as a sum of conditional probabilities dependent on different context lengths up to the limited maximal length:

\[ P_{PPM}('m') = \lambda_5 \cdot p('m' | 'orith') + \lambda_4 \cdot p('m' | 'ith') + \lambda_3 \cdot p('m' | 'ith') + \lambda_2 \cdot p('m' | 'h') + \lambda_1 \cdot p('m' | 'h') + \lambda_0 \cdot p('m') + \lambda_1 \cdot p('esc'), \]

Where \( \lambda_i \) is the normalization weight; 5 is the maximal length of the context; \( p('esc') \) is so

---

1https://healthlanguageprocessing.org/smm4h/social-media-mining-for-health-applications-smm4h-workshop-shared-task/
called ‘escape’ probability, the probability of an unknown character.

As a compression algorithm PPM is based on the notion of entropy introduced as a measure of a message uncertainty (Shannon, 1948).

Cross-entropy is the entropy calculated for a text if the probabilities of its characters have been estimated on another text (Teahan, 1998):

\[ H_d^m = - \sum_{i=1}^{n} p^m(x_i) \log p^m(x_i) \]  

(2)

where \( n \) is the number of symbols in a text \( d \), \( H_d^m \) is the entropy of the text \( d \) obtained by model \( m \), \( p^m(x_i) \) is a probability of a symbol \( x_i \) in the text \( d \) obtained by model \( m \).

The cross-entropy can be used as a measure for document similarity; the lower cross-entropy for two texts is, the more similar they are. Hence, if several statistical models had been created using documents that belong to different classes and cross-entropies are calculated for an unknown text on the basis of each model, the lowest value of cross-entropy indicates the class of the unknown text.

On the training step, we created PPM models for each class of posts; on the testing step, we evaluated cross-entropy of previously unseen posts using models for each class. Thus, cross-entropy was used as similarity metrics; the lowest value of cross-entropy indicated the class of the unknown posts.

PPM can be applied at the word level; however in most cases character level model better classify noisy texts with misspellings and slang (Bobicev, 2007).

3 Results

We performed a 10-fold cross-validation of the PPM based classification method on 6941 tweets, 1978 of which were from the positive class and 4963 from the negative class, and obtained: Precision = 0.839, Recall = 0.838, F-score = 0.839.

In order to improve the results we decided to remove less important words from the text before the model creation. The importance of words had been calculated using Gain Ratio (Quinlan, 1993):

\[ GR = \frac{H(C)-\sum_{v \in V(C)} P(v)H(C|v)}{\sum_{v \in V(C)} P(v) \log P(v)} \]  

(3)

where \( H(C) \) is class entropy; \( V_i \) are features (in our case words); \( v \) are feature values (in our case 0 or 1; presence or absence of the word) and \( P(v) \) are probabilities of these values. Then, we removed a small number of words with the smallest Gain Ratio and repeated the experiment obtaining Precision = 0.861, Recall = 0.858, F-score = 0.859. The final result on the blind test set was as follows: Precision = 0.841, Recall = 0.860, F-score = 0.850. The mean result for all participating teams: P=0.890, R=0.872, F=0.880.

We proceeded in the same way for the task 4 and obtained: Precision = 0.842, Recall = 0.814, F-score = 0.828. The final result on the blind test set was as follows: Precision = 0.829, Recall = 0.808, F-score = 0.818. The mean result for all participated teams: P=0.826, R=0.858, F=0.840.

4 Conclusion

Our results are lower than the mean in both described tasks. The reasons of the low accuracy may be: (1) PPM is not suitable for this type of text classification; (2) more preprocessing of the texts should be done before classification phase; (3) all terms in text are treated uniformly; they can be weighted in some way while used in calculations. We plan to implement more sophisticated preprocessing and term weighting during next year challenge.
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Abstract

In this paper, we have explored web-based evidence gathering and different linguistic features to automatically extract drug names from tweets and further classify such tweets into Adverse Drug Events or not. We have evaluated our proposed models with the dataset as released by the SMM4H workshop shared Task-1 and Task-3 respectively. Our evaluation results shows that the proposed model achieved good results, with Precision, Recall and F-scores of 78.5%, 88% and 82.9% respectively for Task1 and 33.2%, 54.7% and 41.3% for Task3.

1 Introduction

Use of data generated through social media for health studies is gradually increasing. It has been found that Adverse Drug Events (ADEs) are one of the leading causes of post-therapeutic death. Thus, their identification constitutes an important challenge. Social media platforms provide significant insights about drugs usage and their possible effects, as discussed by the general public outside the controlled environment of a trial program.

The shared task offers four different subtasks, out of which we focus on two : a) Sub Task 1 : Automatic detection of posts mentioning a drug name (binary classification) and b) Sub Task 3 : Automatic classification of adverse drug reaction mentioning posts (binary classification) (Weiszenbacher et al., 2018). In the following section, we briefly describe the data used to build our systems. Section 3 describes the two systems in detail, followed by the results, and a final section consisting of our observations.

2 Data Description

2.1 Task 1

The provided training set of tweet ids and labels for Task 1 listed 9623 tweets, out of which 4975 were marked with label 1 (“yes”), i.e. tweets containing mention of drug product names and/or dietary supplements. However, due to network constraints or unavailability of tweets, we could only obtain 2496 tweets. Of these, 1440 were of label “1”, and 1056 were labeled “0”. For the purpose of building our system, we split this set in a 85:15 ratio, and 375 tweets (216-“1”, 159-“0”) were used for validation, while the rest were used for building the system.

For Task 3, the provided training set of tweet ids and labels listed 25623 tweets out of which we were able access 13520. Out of these, a mere 1109 were labeled as tweets containing mention of adverse drug events. We divided this set in a 80:20 ratio, with 2703 tweets (221-“1”, 2482 -“0”) as the validation set and the remaining 10817 for training.

3 System Description

3.1 Task 1 : Automatic detection of posts mentioning a drug name

As preprocessing, each tweet is tokenized and tagged using the Ark-Tweet-NLP tool (Owoputi et al., 2012). From the resultant tokens, we considered those that are tagged as Proper Nouns or Common Nouns. Such tokens are passed to the Information Gathering Module.

Table 1: Number of tweets available, accessed and distribution of accessed tweets across Training and Validation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Label</th>
<th>#tweets</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Label</th>
<th>#tweets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task-1</td>
<td>9623</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4975</td>
<td>25623</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4648</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task-3</td>
<td>25623</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1440</td>
<td>2224</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1056</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2121</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1219</td>
<td>10817</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>902</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>375</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>221</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>154</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test</td>
<td>5382</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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This module retrieves information relevant to the keyword from three different sources: Wikidata (Vrandečić and Krötzsch, 2014), Wikipedia data dumps (Wu and Weld, 2010) and Wordnet (University, 2010). The module searches for evidence that a word represents a drug/supplement, in the corresponding gloss, hierarchy structure, and web page structure, as obtained from each source. Wikidata is the source of structured information, and presence or absence certain keys (e.g. RxNorm Id., drug interaction etc.) are used as evidence. On the other hand, Wikipedia is mostly unstructured textual information. From this source, evidence may be found in the form of the definition of the keyword, the presence of “side effects” of the keyword, the hierarchical category the entry belongs to, among other ways. From Wordnet, we use both the gloss and the hierarchy structure.

The obtained information is further fed to the Information Arbitration Module. The Arbitration module considers the different information obtained with regard to a particular keyword, and returns a judgment as to whether the the keyword is “Not Drug”, “Probably Drug” or “Drug”.

In case a keyword receives a “Probably Drug” judgment, it may be a drug name depending on the information obtained from neighbouring tokens. In such cases, we extract the most frequent keywords co-occurring with the keywords to create a repository of terms. this supporting evidence repository contains a collection of patterns, obtained from the training set, which dictate under which conditions a “Probably Drug” keyword can be upgraded to a “Drug”, e.g. “Protein” by itself is not a supplement name, however, “Protein shakes” is, when used as treatment.

### 3.2 Task 3: Automatic classification of adverse drug reaction mentioning posts

For classification, we employ a SVM based classifier with a polynomial kernel (Dasgupta et al., 2017). The features used are: (a) **PMI**: the Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI)(Bouma, 2009) between all possible bigram pairs are considered. Co-occurrence is counted at the sentence level, i.e. $P(i, j)$ is estimated by the number of sentences that contain both terms $W_i$ and $W_j$ , and $P(i)$ and $P(j)$ are estimated by counting the total sentences containing $W_i$ and $W_j$ , respectively. Only those bi-grams whose PMI score exceeds the **average + stddev** threshold, are retained as features, (b) **Term Relevance**: all unigram terms that are relevant to

---

**Figure 1: Overview of architecture**

**Table 2: Preliminary results from internal evaluation on the training dataset**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F-Score</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task 1</td>
<td>Class 0</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Class 1</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wt. Avg</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task 3 (1)</td>
<td>Class 0</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Class 1</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wt. Avg</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task 3 (2)</td>
<td>Class 0</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Class 1</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wt. Avg</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Results of Experiments on Final Test Set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Task 1</th>
<th>Task 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Team ART</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team ART</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team ART</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Average</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Average</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Average</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the positive class, (c) Dependency feature counts: counts of all Stanford typed dependency features, and (d) Drug Name: The drug names present in the tweet, as obtained employing the same Drug Identification Module mentioned in 3.1. Since the data is heavily skewed in favour of negative examples, we train a total of 11 models, each with a non-skewed subset of the data. The training data for each model consists of 909 positive and approximately 925 negative examples, with negative examples, sampled randomly. For each test data, each of the 11 models predict the “yes”/“no” label, and all the predictions are fed to an arbitrator for a final decision.

As an enhancement, we also use the sentiment polarity score as an additional feature, using the VADER sentiment analysis tool (Gilbert, 2014). Using sentiment does result in a performance improvement, as noted in section 4.

4 Results and Observations

The results as obtained from splitting the initial data into training and test sets are tabulated in Table 2. For Task 1, we report the Precision, Recall, F-Score and Accuracy on the whole of the training set. However, for Task 3, since the data is skewed, we report all three versions (for negative class, for positive class and for weighted average of both classes) of these same parameters. Task 3 (1) represents the results for experimentation without using sentiment polarity, and Task 3 (2) are experiments with the sentiment factor.

The results on the final test set are reported in Table 3. We compare our result with the mean of results obtained by other participating teams. For Task 3, only the results with respect to the positive class was from others were available.

The results for Task 1 are poor because, while the Drug Identification module is successful in pointing out keywords which are drugs/supplements in the tweet, it does not have the capability to distinguish whether that keyword is used to imply medication or not. For example, in “I wanna name my first child vyvanse”, while “vyvanse” is a drug, here it is clearly not used in a medication sense of the term, and the given label is 0. Our method fails in such cases.

Results for Task 3 may benefit on using a more robust sentiment feature scorer, especially one that is trained on drug tweets themselves. We can also use different classification methods to test if results improve further.
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Abstract

CLaC Labs participated in Tasks 1, 2, and 4 using the same base architecture for all tasks with various parameter variations. This was our first exploration of this data and the SMM4H Tasks, thus a unified system was useful to compare the behavior of our architecture over the different datasets and how they interact with different linguistic features.

1 Base system

The base system is a feed-forward neural network with a recurrent neuron. We decided to explore that architecture for independent purposes and used the SMM4H tasks to compare performance on different datasets and task descriptions.

We considered three variations of this architecture:

Full: A recurrent neuron that outputs a 20 dimensional vector is followed by a 3 layer feed-forward neural net, all embedded in two decision neurons with soft-max activations. The feed-forward network has 50, 25 and 12 neurons in first, second and third layers respectively. Unless otherwise mentioned, the network has been trained for 100 epochs.

The recurrent neuron consists of an LSTM cell using \textit{tanh} activations [Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997]. The activation functions for the feed-forward networks are also \textit{tanh}.

NR: Only the recurrent neuron and the decision neurons are used, the feed-forward (N)etwork is (R)emoved.

Full+At: Attention is added to the full architecture. In contrast to Full, where the LSTM cell outputs a single vector, in Full+At, the recurrent neuron outputs the sequence of each time step.

We used the Keras package [Chollet and others, 2015] to implement the neural networks using TensorFlow as backend [Abadi et al., 2015].

1.1 Input parameters

Tweets are normalized to a size of 25, padded with leading zeros or shortened from the end as required.

The input per tweet consists thus of 25 word vectors of size 100 compiled by the Word2Vec method [Mikolov et al., 2013] over the training data. The Gensim package [Rehůřek and Sojka, 2010] is used for the training of word vectors. The minimum number of occurrences for a word to be considered in the vocabulary is 1 and the window size has been set to 5. Other parameters involved in word vector training were left to the default values of the Gensim package.

Tweet representations are then binned to a batch size of 5, unless otherwise indicated.

2 Text features and knowledge sources

We also experimented with a few linguistic text features and a gazetteer list to see whether they might influence the results.

2.1 Gazetteer

Inspired by Task 1, detection of drug mentions, we scraped the name field of product fields in DrugBank [Wishart et al., 2017] to compile a gazetteer list for drugs. Due to time constraints, this resource was only minimally refined and contained many multi-word drug names such as One A Day and dosage specifications (Aspirin 80mg). The gazetteer information was appended to the word vector. Runs that use the gazetteer are identified as +Gaz.
Table 1: Training and validation results for Task 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architecture</th>
<th>WV trained on Task 1 data</th>
<th>NV trained on Task 1 + Task 2 data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Train Acc</td>
<td>Valid. Acc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full+Gaz</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full+POS</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full+Modality</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full+Gaz+POS</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full+Gaz+POS+Mod</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NR</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NR+Gaz</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NR+POS</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NR+Gaz+POS+Mod</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full+All</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full+All+At</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Linguistic features

We used a CLaC pipeline in the GATE environment to extract linguistic features for each tweet. Third party processing resources in our pipeline include the ANNIE Twitter Tokenizer [Cunningham et al., 2002], the Hashtag Tokenizer [Maynard and Greenwood, 2014] and the Stanford Part-Of-Speech Tagger with a model trained on tweets [Toutanova et al., 2003].

Following sentence splitting, tweets were tokenized and Twitter specific tokens (@name and URLs) were removed from the token set. The remaining tokens were assigned one of 36 part-of-speech tags, resulting in a feature value range of integers from 1 to 36.

Following [Doandes, 2003], the part-of-speech tags were used to identify verb clusters. Voice, tense and aspect were assigned to each verb cluster, and the main verb in each verb cluster was identified. These features were also added to the respective word vectors of the main verbs.

We selected only indicative tenses for our binary tense feature.

Tokens were also checked against two ad hoc gazetteer lists of explicit negation triggers and modality terms and the binary features neg and mod were added to the respective word vectors.

Thus we created 4 linguistic features (tense, voice, POS, and modality) in addition to the gazetteer feature, that can be appended to word vectors for those words onto which the features project.

3 Task 1

Task 1 was a basic binary categorization task, identifying tweets where a drug was mentioned in its medical sense (the detailed description of the tasks and data can be found in the overview paper [Weissenbacher et al., 2018]). The training data consisted of over 9000 tweets, balanced in both categories.

Table 1 shows the results from some of the runs we compared in order to evaluate the effectiveness of our features. We selected a validation set of 1000 tweets from the training data and trained on the remaining tweets. We compared the training accuracy and the validation accuracy to get some indication of the degree of overtraining. We observe that the difference for training accuracy and validation accuracy is surprisingly small for such a small dataset. Moreover, the differences between our different feature bundles is also rather small. The gazetteer list led to a marked improvement for training accuracy, but not necessarily validation accuracy. Paradoxically, the two best validation accuracy performances came from NR and Full+All (with Full+All+At adding a percentage point). That means that on the validation data, the contribution of the neural net plus gazetteer plus all linguistic feature (plus attention) was matched by simply removing the neural net (NR).

We achieved a greater performance increase in training accuracy across all our configurations when training on Task 2 training data as well as on Task 1 training data. This improvement carries over to validation accuracy and F1 measure, but inconsistently. However, the overall results of different configurations showed less variation when also training on task 2 training data. We speculate that this stabilization may stem from some disruptive effect of data from another task (but that can be expected to contain drug mentions) which might counterbalance overfitting. Our competition runs were all trained on both, Task 1 and Task 2 training data.

It was clear from the beginning that our architecture is severely mismatched to the simple categorization task. The very small difference that
our different experiments generated show that the variations do not truly access different tweets. The extremely high training accuracy indicates to us a high degree of overfitting, with the danger of making the entire system somewhat brittle. Table 2 shows that our best competition run on Task 1 was with the Full architecture, the addition of the gazetteer list and two linguistic features reduced the performance. But the near equal performance of Full and NR+Gaz+POS\(^1\) confirms the findings of the validation data, namely that the performance contribution of the network can be matched by the gazetteer list plus some linguistic features. Interestingly, our official test results top the results we obtained on our validation set, which shows that the performance in this case was stable. The performance difference between the best and the last system was 0.1399.

Table 2: Official Task 1 results for CLaC Difference between best and last system score for this task was 0.1399

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NR+Gaz+POS</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full+Gaz+Mod+POS</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Competition Mean</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.89</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.87</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.88</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Task 2

Task 2 had a semantic component that Task 1 lacked: it concerned distinguishing actual medication intake from possible medication intake and mere mention of a medication in a 3-way decision. We augmented the basic architecture with a third decision neuron for this task.

The training data size for Task 2 was 14,482 tweets that were highly imbalanced. Again, a validation set of 1,000 tweets was randomly selected from the training data.

Table 3 shows that the richer task definition led to a greater variance in team performance: the difference between the first and last placed team’s best runs is .341 micro-averaged F measure. Unlike for Task 1, our performance was not commensurate with our validation performance: in validation runs Full+All+At was also the best run with a validation accuracy of 0.85. Note, that our performance is determined in part by the lowest recall.

These results suggest to us that firstly, a custom tailored architecture that better addresses the task can make a greater difference and that our architecture showed more signs of overfitting than in Task 1.

Table 3: Official Task 2 micro-averaged results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UChicagoCompLx</td>
<td>0.654</td>
<td>0.783</td>
<td>0.713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light_task2</td>
<td>0.520</td>
<td>0.491</td>
<td>0.505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tub-Oslo-task2-predictions</td>
<td>0.478</td>
<td>0.458</td>
<td>0.468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRISA_team_task2</td>
<td>0.434</td>
<td>0.501</td>
<td>0.465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT_KGP</td>
<td>0.408</td>
<td>0.407</td>
<td>0.408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UZH</td>
<td>0.371</td>
<td>0.437</td>
<td>0.401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLaC Full+All+At</td>
<td>0.402</td>
<td>0.366</td>
<td>0.383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Techno</td>
<td>0.327</td>
<td>0.432</td>
<td>0.372</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Task 4

Task 4 was the most semantics oriented task we attempted. The binary task was to identify tweets that clearly indicate that someone received, or intended to receive, a flu vaccine.

Of the 8,000 tweets mentioned in the task description, only 4,502 tweets could be downloaded for our training data. Despite the very small size of the training data and the potentially deeper semantic distinction, our system performed the closest to the competition mean. Note that the general drug name gazetteer list was not useful for this task.

Table 4: Official Task 4 results for CLaC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full+All</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NR</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full+Voice+Tense</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Competition Mean</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.82</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.85</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.84</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CLaC’s best run was by Full+All. It is interesting that what appeared to us as the semantically most difficult task has our best performance (measured in distance to the competition mean) due to a recall of .89. We speculate that there may be certain linguistic patterns that our features were able to detect that made this task more amenable to our architecture (in comparison) based on the fact that Full+All outperforms NR and Full+Voice+Tense significantly.

\(^1\)less obvious due to rounding in Table 2
6 Conclusion

CLaC decided late to participate in SMM4H with a uniform architecture to test across several tasks that was not inspired by them. Our conclusion is that the architecture and in particular the input binning and normalizing techniques have to be carefully reviewed, as they risk ignoring key terms in the input. The linguistic features showed some effect, as did the addition and removal of the network. Repeatedly, trial runs showed that removing the network could be offset by adding linguistic features to the recurrent neuron. The detailed interplay of these parameters has to be further studied.

However, we conclude that using the same architecture across several tasks (that are related, but differ significantly) is an interesting exercise and allowed us to gain additional insight. Despite its potential for gross overfitting, the architecture has shown promise. The linguistic features also proved effective, and most importantly, the two components interplay effectively as demonstrated in the fact that in two tasks Full+All was our best performing run.

While each of the three tasks is interesting in itself and clearly has relevance to society at large, we find the juxtaposition of the three tasks very interesting for the ML/NLP researcher.
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